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SIGN THEM UP-NOW!

THREE-TIMES-A-WRF.K
Subscriptions 13 00 per year payable In
advance; single copies three cents
Advertising rates baaed upon circula
tion aid very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORT
The Rockland Oarette waa established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier waa estab
lished and consolidated with the Oaaette
In IH82 The Free Press was establlahed
In ISA) and In ,891 changed its name to
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897

rm"glad my
Dad belongs

Lincoln Farm Bureau Session
SERVING AMERICA

Now is the time for all members of jecUvea which the National Conven
Legion Posts to go to their own aid tion in 8t Louts determined upon
A noble deed Is a step toward
No man who saw service in the
~ and help their Department get an
♦ (lad—J O. Holland.
World War should be outside the Le
early start in the race for pre-eml- gion ranks, for its record of peace
nlnce in membership
time service is a challenge to greater
Everything points to a big Legion deeds for America.
A STRAY PIGEON
-------j year ln 1936. and the bigger the mem- j The command is forward for Ood
A pigeon with leg band, on which is j bershlp the easier it wtll be for the and Country, more than a million
the inscription AU32G649 is oeing organization to achieve its major ob- > strong.

J

entertained at the home of John F.

Abbott. Matlnlcus. whither Jt came a
week or so ago. Mr. Abbott is feed
ing the bird and shutting it up at
night so that it will not furnish a
feast for the house cat.

Here's a happy dessert for that Hal
loween bridge or dinner party, a de
licious Pro-Joy Ice Cream Cake, made
of Butter Pecan Ice Cream, and ap
propriately decorated, four large serv
ings. 35c. at your nearby ice cream
dealer—adv.
129-130

TWIN LANTERN
CHICKEN DINNERS
EVERY SUNDAY
65c
Complete
Werk Days By Appointment
TEL UNION 17-5
126-129

t

The popularity of amateur night
AIRPLANE ROUNDUP
was demonstrated last night when the
custom was revived at Park Theatre American Legion Outfit Will
before a large audience. Ben Dow
Arrive In Rockland At
ling acted as master of ceremonies
Noon Tomorrow
and the contestants were under the
' direction of Miss Adelaide Cross
The Maine Department of the'
These winners were announced: First. American Legion Intends to get the ‘
Marlon Pelt of Thomaston. <5; sec "hop" on all other departments on |
ond. Barbara Newbert of Rockland early returns of 1936 membership, j
and Alfred Chapman of Thomaston. when on Sunday, the annual air
13; third, Thomas Pletrosky of Rcck
plane round-up will be conducted to
land. >2 In'the confusion of award
pick up the paid-up membership
ing Barbara Newbert was overlooked,
cards from all sections of the state.
but the patrons recognized her claim
Visiting eight of the larger "key"
to the prize and Manager Dandeneau
communities, the plane carrying
gladly provided a duplicate. Entrants
Maine department officers will be
for next week's amateur night con
met by representatives of Posts ad
test which will be held Friday night,
jacent to the points of call, who will
will leave their names at the box
1 turn over the membership cards with
offlee. Rehearsal will be held Friday
brief ceremonies at each airport.
afternoon at 4 o'clock.
Augusta, state headquarters of the
Legion will be the point of departure
I see where a Wester nwoman is
for the plane and Legion officials.
The'suiiiion cabln_'monopTane'"of
able to shoot a coin right out of her
husband's fingers.
the Oannett Publishing Company
Well, isn't that the limit? They're h#s
proffered for thu y,.ar5
bound to get it one way or another
round.up and ,.,u
pUoUd
aren't they?
by Gilbert Pond.

PLUMBING
AND

HEATING
Telephone 683-M

For Estimates on
Your Requirements

No Obligation

ARTHUR SHEA CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.

123T-Th-S-tf-alt

“THINK FAST, CAPTAIN”
Those famous words, as quoted by the great Cracker-Down, apply to

you, Mr Motorist

*

YOUR CAR MUST BE INSPECTED
BY NOVEMBER 1
Ilave that work done at once and avoid the last minute rush. Just
leave your car at our garagr, we'll do the rest

“Think Fast, Captain, Think Fast”

MIOON SALES & SERVICE
OFFICIAL INSPECTION STATION NO. 40
21 LIMEROCK ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 730

Hold Everything! Here Comes

RYTEX STREAMLINE

«
The stationery sensation of the aeason. It’s new—It's smart and it'»
tpeciahy priced for

October Only!
100 DOUBLE SHEETS

Postage

100 ENVELOPES

10c Extra

With the swanky Streamline band In Light Groen, Blue or Orchid
on Large Baronial Sheets and on Pointed Flaps of Envelopes. •
Name and Address in Black, Blue or Violet Ink. Fine quality White
Vellum paper.
On sale for October only—>1 a box!
future use.

*

Buy now for glfta and for

Also many other styles to choose from. Come and see them

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

now

Between

and

next

Thursday many perfectly good
pumpkins will be sacrificed on

the altar of Halloween.
illuminated
nigh

indispensable

Their

Is

presence

on

w“U
this

festal occasion.

Thrust before

an

window

uncurtained

they

are sometimes a bit startling,
but

the

shouts

of

Juvenile

laughter which follow this art

are always reassuring.

The Maine Coast Publicity AsLon Jewett of Head Tide was elect- Eunice Morse. Foods Leader; Whlteed president of the Knox-Lincoln j field. Mrs Hattie Hausen, Foods soclation. organized by Lions clubs of
the Maine coast, and operating
County Farm Bureau Thursday when Leade^'
___
| White ribbons went to these com- under the alert and aggressive
the annual meeting was held at Cam- munllle, for servlng slx w
ap. management of King Lion George
den Opera House with a record at- j proved community meals: Camden, W. Dyer of the Camden-Rockport
tendance Tlie fine program, the ln- i Mrs. Emelyn Bridges. Foods Leader; Club, has concluded a second sueterest shown in the coming year's! Sheepscot. Mrs. Geraldine Ross, cessful season, and through the insits Information
projects, and the review of the past Foods Leader; Simonton. Mrs. Henry trumentallty of
year tended to make it an occasion . Garner. Foods Leader; Union. Mrs. bureau at Camden and the booklet,
which the agricultural fraternity will Belle Kenniston. Poods Leader; East "A Motor Tour of the Coast of
Union. Mrs. Amelia Dornan, Poods Maine" has been a tremendous boom
long remember.
to the tourist business along the
President Henry Keller of West Leader.
shores
of the good old Pine Tree
The Judges were:
Mrs. Rena
Rockport was in the chair, and the
--------------------------------------- ,---------- Bowles. State Home Industry Special State.
Mrs. Dyer, wife of the manager,
ist: Miss Jessie M. Lawrence, Home
Demonstration Agent; and Mrs. Mil who lias so ably handled the affairs
dred Ricker, County Foods Project of the Information Bureau, even
played the role of Cupid providing
Leader.
A special recognition service was the minister who married a young
conferred by Jessie M. Lawrence, couple seeking that important per
home demonstration agent, in the sonage, along with general Infor
form ot blue ribbons to the men who mation.
The publicity, included large and
have been outstanding ln forwarding
the Kitchen Improvement contest in j attractive advertisements in some 15

the county. The men who received
this honor were: Harold Nash, E. M.
Young. Camden; Donald Brownell,
Hope; Albert Sutherland. Port Clyde;
Hardlti Hunter. Damariscotta.
A pageant. “Queen Home Maker."
was put on by Montsweag Community
and directed by Mrs Nellie DOwllng.
THEY READ OF THE GUARDIANS
Wiscasset, was one of the major events
of
the day. This pageant presented i
Those of our lighthouse Headers
in a pleasing way the Home Improveand contributors who aw in the
ment Program that has been carried
<* this paper how
Miss
Jessie
M.
Lawrence
whose
work
this year in the county by the home
mu'h
Nebraska
lnt«as home demonstration agent is so demonstration agent Mrs Lillian
ested in 'Guardians of Our Coast.”
important to Knox-Lincoln Farm J pitch. Woolwich, was queen.
will understand how far the news of
Bureau
The playlet. "Planned vs. Jumbled."
the lighthouses travels and how
-------------------------------------------------also
exemplified Home Economics Exmuch interest the readers take in it.
Department Commander Frank E.
We hope our Keepers of the Lights address of welcome was given by tension Work in better planning. This
Southard of Augusta will be repre
will let us hear from them as often Town Manager Percy Keller of Cam was put on by Damariscotta Com
sented by Carl F. Fellows, also of Au
as possible, to the end that not only- den. The financial report was pre munity with Mrs. Matilda Woodbury.
gusta. Grande Chef dc Gare. La
other keepers but also our readers all sented by Ralph P. Conant of Rock Mrs Viola Lucler and Mrs. Edna Gen
Soclete des Quarante Hommes et
over the lot may be kept in touch with land. secretary of the organization. thner as characters.
Huit Chevaux.
The "40A8v Is
"Clothes Line Gossip" presented by
what takes place among these import- The extension work for 1936 was pre
pledged to promote membership in. .
,
the parent organization, and Chef |
always int€restln« outposts - sented by L. E. Carney of Sheepscot. Orff's Corner Community and directed
Editor.
and is thus summarized:
by Mrs. Marion Froelich was a comedy
de Gare Fellows has been taking a
• • • •
sketch.
Agricultural
particularly active part in this
Matinicw Rock
Other items of interest on the pro
year's effort to-place the Department
Agricultural Economics — Poultry
gram were: Songs, with guitar. Miss
Greetings
to
all
our
friends
along
of Maine amongst, the leaders in
accounts, farm inventory and farm
Cora Merry'. Orff's Comer; reading.
the coast.
early returns on 1936 membership.
credit meetings.
Mrs Edele Hobbs. Damariscotta; solo,
Tender
Ilex
has
landed
our
coal
Also numbered among the official
Agricultural engineering—Running
John Taylor. Camden; guitar and har
party who will fly with Pilot Pond and aUo ** a
mooril* ”uoy.
water in the home, and septic tanks
monica solo, Mrs. Plinette Allen. Miss
on Sunday will be Herbert A. Folsom
Sca CoMt M'si!on
Sunbeam
Crcps—Better quality roughage.
L. Maclnnis and Mrs. Hazel Mank.
of Augusta Maine department chair- ealled here on her waY t0 Bar Harbor
Dairy—Pasture improvement.
Montsweag; medley, "Old Songs My
man of aviation.
Rev Mr Bowsfleld visited the staForestry—Farm wood lot improvetlon recently.
Mother Used To Sing.' Mrs. Alice
Mrs. Howard Ball left on the Sun-| ment and better h3me grounds
Oliver, Bristol; Improvements made
CLIMBING THE LADDER
Orchard—Blueberry dust service,
beam going to Bar Harbor, and will
in Nobleboro Homes. Mrs Edward
orchard spray service and young or
F. A. Murphy Made Assistant General later proceed to Millbridge by autoBall. Ncbleboro; Harmonica Band.
chard development.
Freight Agrnt By Maine Central
mobile.
Boothbay Gainers 4-H Club. The song
Pcultry—Accredited flocks, barracks
___ _
i Norman Thompson of Matinicus is
! leader was John Taylor. Camden, with
Proiqotion of F. A. Murphy, general building a 20-foot boat for Second As- house test, and increase your Income | Mrs. Helen Wentworth as pianist.
with poultry.
agent of the Maine Central Railroad j sistant W. E. Thompson,
Dinner was served at Megunticook
and the Boston and Maine Railroad
Home Economics
j Orange hall under the leadership ol
Portland Head
, in New York city, to be assistant gen
Home Management—Kitchen lm- Mrs Helen Packard. Mrs. Edna Start
eral freight agent of the Maine Cen
The fine weather this fall Is being provement. making the house home- and Mrs. Lettie Bagley.
tral Railroad with headquarters at enjoyed by all here and we are sure nite. hoire laundry, and easier house-' The exhibits were planned by the
keepers and their families on outside worE
home demonstration agent. Miss Lawstations are also delighting in it.
, Clothing—Dressing the children, fence, and Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs.
Keeper Roy Elwell of Spring Point foods square meals for health, rais- , Marie Bisbee, Rockport; and Miss
i Light recently called on R. T. Ster ing and preserving food at home 3. j Ruth Cto*.
Club Agent assisted
lingI 4-H Club Work—Boys' and' Girls in setting them up
Mrs. William Clark of South Port- clubs
The amount of canned and stored
land, and guests Mrs. Edmund Howe
q[
vegetables for one person for a year
Mrs. Hebron Sawyer and Mrs Alberta A L
Qf
attracted a great deal of attention.
Sawyer of Northeast Harbor ware en- culture Qrono
#
Everyone was Interested in what the
tertalned at the Light Sunday by
Qn
thc people in Knox-Lincoln County are
Mrs. R. Thayer Sterling. Mrs. H. „
.
...
Jj Production of Agricultural Products. making to sell.
Sawyer was looking up F. O. Hilt and
Electrical equipment was supplied
,
.
; . ,
.
.
a subject which is receiving a great
I family, who regret having been ab. „
by the Central Maine Power Co.
i m
....
' deal
attention this year.
: sent. They readily recall the pleas-1
.
„ „ _ .
.
urable days and evenings with the f?den HaU' Bunker »H. chairman Prince's Furniture Store exhibited the
late Keeper Sawyer and Mrs. Sawyer
““natlng committee, present- living room furniture. Brown's mar
at Bear Island Light when F. O Hilt ed the foIlowln« cxecutlve
tor ket supplied the vegetables and fruits.
..
W
The Judges for the county canning
was in Sch Lavlnia Snow and went 19“' and il
ri
■
-j
contest were Mrs. Harold Dana. Thom
President
—
Lon
Jewett,
Head
Tide
1 there with a load of coal. They hope
Vice President — Luther Carney, aston, a former home demonstration
Mrs. Sawyer will call again
agent; Miss Ruth Cluff and Miss Car
R. Thayer Sterling is having a few Sheepscot.
days’ vacation in Boston, accompan- Secretary-Treasurer—Henry Keller, rie Williams, Home Service Depart
ment, Central Maine Power Co.
led by Mrs. Sterling, son Robert and West Rockport.
The membership report was given
Agricultural
Economics
—
Henry
F. A. Murphy promoted to general big friend,
by County Agent Wentworth. Many
agent of the Maine Central RailThe Hilts returned Tuesday from Kontio, West Rockport.
communities have won their 30 points
Dairy—Bliss Fuller, Union.
road with headquarters in Portland St. Oeorge where they were guests
Forestry and Crops—Fred Law, and the total membership was ahead
of Mrs. Lucy E. Robinson. Mr. and
of the report as given last year at the
Portland was announced yesterday. Mrs. Earl Kinney, Miss Nannie Kin Whitefield.
annual meeting.
Clothing
—
Mrs.
Sidney
Evans,
Wis

ney
and
Mrs.
Clyde
Grant..
Murphy will assume his new duties
casset.
Nov. 1.
Clubs—Mrs. Oertrude Hupper, Ten
Fori Point
In his new position he will give per
At a royal fete given in France in
«
1785, the king wore the flowers of the
sonal attention to waterborne traffic
Visitors Sunday at this station in ants Harbor.
Foods—Mrs. Mildred Ricker, No potato in hia button hole and Marie
through the Port of Portland, and the cluded Capt. and Mrs. Frank O. Hilt
Antoinette wore them in her hair.
announcement states, “It is believed of Portland Head Light; Mr. and Mrs. bleboro.
that this arrangement, working in Earle R. Kinney. Mrs. Lucy Robinson , Home Management — Mrs. Alice
co-ordination with the Maine Central of St. Oeorge; Mr. and Mrs. Florian j True, Hope.
Orchard—Clifton Walker. Aina.
Railroad's offlee in New York city, will Curtis and son Arthur, Miss Helen
Poultry—Elden Hunt, Damariscotta
be helpful in the development of traf Curtis and Miss Rachel G. Robinson
Mills.
fic through the port.”
of Searsiport.
Mrs. Mildred Ricker, county foods
Murphy entered railroad service with
Howard E. Colbeth, Lester B. Beal
the Washington County Railway at and Heinrich A. Jacobsen, government leader, of Ncbleboro, made the awards
Calais in 1909. May 1, 1933, he was workmen, are repairing the fog signal in the “Square Meals For Health Con
made general agent of the Joint Maine tower and making other minor repairs test" carried from Dec. 1 to Sept. 30.
South Thomaston served the greatest
Central and Boston and Maine agency at the station.
Mr. Colbeth and Mr. Beals were number of approved meats and re
in New York.
.Murphy is married and has four met here by their wiAes and together ceived a blue ribbon and a special
children. The family will shortly motored to their homes in Bucks Har prize of >2.50 from the Knox-Lincoln
County Farm Bureau. Mrs. Annie
bor for a visit over the weekend.
move to Portland.
The Department of Commerce truck Dennison received the award. Red
Campaign Manager—I hear poor made a trip from Portland Friday to ribbons went to the following cortimunlties for serving nine to eleven
Johson has lost his memory. He can’t bring material for repair work.
approved
community meals: BoothMrs.
Mitchell
and
Mrs.
George
A
remember a thing from one day to
Lathrop of Stockton Springs were on bay. Mrs. Grace Reed, Foods Leader;
another.
Bristol, Mrs. Roxie Weeks, Foois
a shopping tour in Bangor recently.

Guardians

of Our Coast

Vitaminized

Candidate—He'd be a good man to

ROCKLAND, ME.

take charge of our campaign contri

butions.

Oapt. F. O. Hilt is piloting a fine Leader; Hope, Mrs. Marjorie Bever
age, Foods Leader; Rockland, Mrs.1

new eight-cylinder car.

BLUE RIBBON BREAD

newspapers In the largest cities ln
this country and Canada, together
with 75 newspapers stories about the
coast of Maine which appeared ln
75 different newspapers in 40 states
and several Provinces of Canada.
More than 5.000 persons have written
the Maine Coast Publicity Assoclatlon for “A Motor Tour of the Coast
of Maine." Hundreds of these letters
also requested maps and other llterature. inquired about accommodations. houses and cottages to rent for
a few weeks or thc entire season.
Hundreds have been sent to the
many hotels, inns, tourist homes,
camps and eating plaoes. Cottages
and homes have been let. boats have
l*cn sold and many other things
have been accomplished by this As
sociation.
Another positive way to prove the
value of this organization is by the
figures supplied Manager Dyer by

"OVER FIFTY BIRDS"

_____
I
Capt. Hill Wineapaw la the Baby Of

< Continued on Page Eight)

NEW OLDS DEALER

The Fireproof Garage Sales
Co. Now Selling Famous
Automobile
Capt. W. H. Wineapaw is the new
Thia Aerial Organization

baby of the Over Fifty Birds, and a

The

1938 oiosmobUe wtll be

precocious baby furthermore
> offered at new tower prices, according
The Over Fifty Birds is an organl- to A. E. Hunt. Manager of Fireproof
zation of licensed airplane pilots who Garage Sales Co , Oldsmobile dealer
have passed their 50th birthdays and in Rockland.
Allhough every proven feature
necessary to safety, comfort, perform
ance and economy has been retained
and many new ones added in the new
1936 Oldsmobile, the prices will De
lower, the Olds dealer said. “In addi
tion to those advantages which have
contributed so heavily to Oldsmobile
success . . . such as knee action
wheels, super hydraulic brakes, solid
steel 'turret top' body . . . many new
refinements of motor, body and
chassis have been built into tbe new
1936 models '*
"Safety glass is now standard
equipment throughout, in all body
types. Etecaro hardened aluminum
alloy pistons give Increased economy
of operation and smoother, livelier
performance Scores of other improve
ments have been built into the new
cars. And despite the many additlonCapt. Wineapaw,
although the [ al values ln these new cars the new
youngest member, has logged more tow prices will effect reductions of as
W**
lhan an> of hu elders- much as $57.50 in the delivered price
some 18.000 birds He is one of New of the Oldsmobile Eight and >17 50 in
England's outstanding fliers.
tbe delivered price of the Oldsmobile
Announcement of Wincapaw's ac Six."
ceptance Into membership was received
List prices at Lansing Were quoted
at the Boston airport Thursday by by the Oldsmobile dealer as follows:
Oar Wood. Detroit sportsman and Oldsmobile Six business coupe. >665;
president of the club. Wood passed sport coupe $730;
coup<|
his 50 year mark Oct. 7. He is best $730; flve passenger touring coupe,
known for his annual flight along $755. convertible coupe. W05; four
the Maine coast on Christmas Day ' door sedan. >795; and four door tour
dropping Yuletime bundles at light ing sedan. >820 Oldsmobile Eight
houses and coast guard stations. He business coupe. >810; sport coupe.
plans to carry out his rule of being
>845; five passenger coupe. >846; five
c,aus again
cb^ma..
passenger touring coupe, >870; con
Daring night flying in bad weather
persons from a Maine lsland vertible coupe. >935; four door sedan.
>910; and four door touring sedan,
to the mainland are among his
>935—adv.
achievements.

PONZI STAYED IN
Rally In Final Round Gave

Him a Draw—Other Live

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live mv lire agatn I would
have made a rule to reed eome poetry
and llaten to eome mualc at leaat ones
e week. The loee of these tutee to a toes
of hepplneee.—Charlea Darwin.

WHEN THE rROST IH ON THE Pl'NKIN
When the froat to on the punkin and
the fodder’s tn the shock.
And you hear the kyouck and gobble
Ponzi Cochran was down for the
of the struttln’ turkey-cock.
the clackin' of the gutneya, and
count of seven at the Tillson aVenue Andthe
cluckin' of the hens.
mitt mansion last night in the third And the rooster'a hallylooyer as he tip
toes on the fence;
and fifth rounds, but came back like O. It's then's the times a feller to a-feelat hts best.
a whirlwind and many of the ring Withln'the
rlstn' sun to greet him from
a
night
of peaceful rest.
side gentry thought him entitled to
As he leaves the house, bareheaded, end
a draw with Johnnie Lawless of Mil
goes out to feed the stock.
When the frost la on the punkin and
linocket
the fodder's ln the shock.

ly Bouts

Bobby Pancho of Bangor, whose
name has rather a Mexican ring, was
as elusive as a Jumping bean In spite
of his agility—and the fans would
like to see him again—he was outpunched by Walter Reynolds.
Tarzan Marriner. who allowed, he'd
had enough of the ring, stayed In it
less than one round with Axel Elli
cott. The boys were not evenly
matched as to physical dimensions,
Elliott having considerable poundage
on the Jungle hero.
Jabber Hastings, a triple C threat,
was too much for K O. Dyer of Frank
lin, but it was a good scrap. Earle
English, also from the Camden bar
racks, swept down on Jim Gorman of
Bangor like a West Indies cyclone;
swept him right out of the ring in the
get-acquainted round. Percy Colson,
who doesn’t like to be called Percy or
Algernon, had a wheat threshing con
test with Charlie Brann. Had the
flails landed! But they didn't.

They's something klndo’ herty-ltke
about the aitmusfere
When the heat of summer's over and
the coolin’ fall ts here
of course we miss the flowers, end the
blossunis on the trees.
And the mumble of the hummln'-btrds
and the buzztn' of the bees.
But the air s so appettzln : and the
landscape through the haze.
Of a ertep and sunny morning of the
etrly autumn days
Is a plctur' that no painter has the
colorin' to mock—
When the frost Is on the punkin and |
the fodder's tn the shock.

The husky, rusty russet of the tosseto
of the corn.
And the raspin’ of the tangled leaves,
as golden as the morn;
The stubbles tn the lurries—klndo*
lonesome-llke. but still
A-preachln sermuns to us of the barna
they growed to fill;
The strswstack In the medder. and the
reaper tn the shed;
The hosses ln theyr stalls below—the
clover overhead!—
O. It sets my heart a-cllckln' like the
tickin' of a clock.
When the frost Is on the punkin and
the fodder's In the shock!

Then your apples all Is getherd, and
the ones a feller keeps
Is poured around the celler-floor ln red
end yeller heaps;
And your clder-ntakln's over and your
wlmmern-folks Is through
With their mince and apple-butter, and
theyr souse and saussage. tool . . .
I don't know how to tell It—but ef
etch
a thing could be
Average farm real estate taxes per
As the Angels wantin' boardin', and
acre the country over decreased 5 per
they’d call around on me—
want to 'commodate 'em—all tha
cent from 1933 to 1934. But taxes in I’d whole-lndurtn'
flock—
New England increased 4 percent When the frost is on the punkin and
the fodder's In the shock!
during the same period.
—James Wbitoomb Rlie|

|

|

I
|

|
|
|
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MAKE IT UNANIMOUS

Every-Other-Day

THE REPUBLICAN PARTY’S TASK

New York Tribune Reviews Gen.
Johnson's Extraordinary Attack
I'pon thc New Deal
"For sin sftall not have dominion
over you: For ye are not under law.
After reading General Hugh John
but under grace."—Rom. 6: 12-14.
son's devastating criticism of the
TIIRF.E-TIMKS-4-WEEK

A NEEDED CAMPAIGN

NeW Deal in "The Saturday Evening
Post," about all that is left for a Re-

That the Woman's Christian Temperacc? Union is organized for a
ccuntry»wide campaign against the
Icgallz-d rum trade is suggested ln
thc statement Issued by thc Union's
pif'dent, Mrs. Ida Wise Smith, in
which h? presents six points of attack upon which she contends the
future of the temperance movemen
depends They are:
1—The nationwide efforts of the
liquor interests to break down and
erase all laws and ordinances of
every State and community against
the (liquor) traffic's invasion of our
homes, our social life and thc field of
legitimate industry.
2 —The appalling spread of traffic
accidents due to drinking drivers and
^-“startling accent of appeal

publican critic to do is to “move to
make the vote unanimous." If the

Varieties

In this year's $20,000,000 liquor ad"
1<>r eximP*e
vertising
'
• • • •
4 —The projection of a ten years
campaign by a group of men and
~ UTlnt, 01 lhe Ncw °eal was
women
socially and financially * , '
h°Peless tangle of today is
prominent, under the name of the ,
® maze of paths then platted. It
council for moderation; a proposal nasnarl
tangents and departures
of the utmost advantage to and welLuslon .
counsel.. Incompetence
coined bv the liquor traffic.
" administrators, terrible timing.' no
5 —The rapid development of plans '°*£r“!natl°n- *»d staff work and
to legalize gambling and the moveand contradictory purpose—
ment proposing congressional sane- Jc.s~L,ese ar* Jalr criticisms "
tion for a national lottery
_ This waa tbe proposed New Deal
6—Evidence of an awakening of , was basea on a strong foundation
wide interest in a more constructive 111 fundamental*. The cornerstone
program of education in regard to the w'1' !'oun“ money a reduction of 25
alcchol problem—the scientific, social **r cen5 !n “* routine cost of goveconomic and moral phases and a ernment. a corresponding reduction
growing response of vouth to the *n taxes; a balance of the budget a
whole challenge of the liquor evil. „ ban ®n furtive Federal financing and
' an almost religious devotion to the
Tomorrow will be observed as world maintenance of the credit of the
temperance Sunday, in which these United States."
half-dozen points are to have special
With the abandonment of sound
,. .
,
. money went also its fiscal basis—
consideration, as an initial movement (wnemj. balanced budgfU
in a campaign that will be steadily duced spending and taxation. From
carried on for the protection of that moment, free investment, foraocicty from a gigantic evil. Victories war(t business planning, vigorous
commercial audacity—all the necesb.v the women have been won in other
eary element* of natural recovery
such campaigns. They will not fail were under the shadow of a Great
ln thc present momentous occasion.
Fear It ta the effective single cause
____________
of continued depression '
"Instead of following those pnnA MEMORIAL TO WILL
ciples. the A. A A. is erasing export
markets for both the raw and the
_____
The organized movement for thc ?”“***
,
it is on its way to tne creation of a
erection of a memorial to WUl Rogers new undigested and indigestible suris meeting with nation-wide response, plus It has made no progress toward
Captain Frank Hawkes, world-famous 8 permanent solution of the agriculsp.cd flyer, is to spend forty days ?ural P™bI5m
contr*rT 11
_
leaves the basic condition worse than
fly;ng over every State ln the nation everln a work of organization that shall
"The second obstacle to recovery is
enable the millions of friends of the unemployment. The P W A. profameus humorist to honor his mem- *ra'n
a eomPlet* J1°[v ln its first
...
.
. ..
,
half, and a thlnlv disguised and very
cry with a subscription What form expensive dole tn'itt second half ”
thc memorial will take is not yet sug-n it is not immediately taken in
gested. but. says Capt Hawks, “cer- hand it will present this country with
tainly, there will be no cold marble t»* worst crisis of the depression-an
unprecedented blunder!"
shaft for this warm, friendly man.
' Shortly after election there began
Rather, there will be living, continu- fa occur one of the cleverest mfiltralng memorials to be used for charlt- tions in the- history of our govern
able. educational and humanitarian ment. There was no noise about it
, -u of the friends nr
professor (Felix evfry
Frankfurter'
purposes •• Tf
If each
of The
hlmg^
Will Rogers were to contribute no connection. His comings and goings
mere than a dime apiece the total of are almost surreptitious Yet he is the
the sum created should make possible most influential single individual ln
a memorial the cost of which would th®
States
. .
.
a nremviuu
v
“His
j,ave
msinuated
run into the millions. And every bit jn(0 obscure but key positions in every
deserved.
I vital department—wardens of the
------------------ marches, inconspicuous but power
ful."
THT DAINTY OF THE TABLE
..To them the constitution is just a
-------foil for clever fencing—an antediluIt is gratifying to observe that our 'ian joke to be respected in public like
.
a sacred cow and regarded in private
friendly occupant of the Republican fomewhal „ obtrude Stein probJournal's editorial chair also retains abiy regards the poet Tennyson, or
memories of the well-conditioned anv other Victorian.”
table. Mu ing uoon thts column's
“Their idea is that government tt
the nucleus of a vast collectivism in
recent allusion to a one-time univer- wb!cb business or anv private enterral favorite of thc properly super- prise j® just an element to be
vised home table, blanc-mange. he absorbed."
finds it difficult to give way altogether I "Their thought here was that the
Supreme Court and the Constitution
to pessimistic emotions. Irish moss. CCmld be put on the spot as a scapehe allege', continues to be encount- goat in the oublic eye. and governered on the grocery shelf, and there ment could thus move by a short cut
to collectivism. They recognize that
still are to b? found discriminating
as a blunder now but they were very
ccoks who understand the preper use positive then."
"Now. this is not government on the
of it; but he adds:
"If recollection senes us well, it American plan. These pundits repre
was not economy of money but of sent nobody and nothing but their
time and labor that led to the disap own 'advanced' ideas Nor do they
pearance of the daintv. An exten ever put themselves in any exposed
sively advertised substitute produced position of personal responsibility.
a fine appearing concoction as white Thev are borers from within."
"The mistaken but exalted strategy
as the driven snow, and just as taste
less. in a tithe of the time. It is this was to create a Roosevelt following
abomination, masquerading under the rather than a Democratic organiza
old name, that cooks of the present tion."
"The President's prestige has seri
generation know as blanc-mange.
and they can not be blamed for omit ously declined and the organization
ting it from tlicir menus. A-bas. corn which it was to replace is rickety and
ruinous."
starch! Hoch, der Irish moss!"
"If. as seems likelv. A. A A is
Cur contemporary's display of emo knocked out and nothing replaces It.
tion does credit equally to his heart great masses of farmers in rockand his bringing up. Let every home ribbed Republican states will return
continue to A-bas and also Hoch until to thc faith of their fathers.
pio:e of these wholesome fashions of
• • • •
earlier times arc restored to us.
These arc blunt words. Spoken by
I an insider, who has watched the
, Roosevelt administration from its in-'
• The dairy fanners oi Knox County nics; Council Chambers, they carry
arc entitled to two delegates at the j ^va'sUtlng weight.. The general to
annual meeting of thc New England, bp £ure lniULs rcpeatedlv that the
Milk Producers' Association in Boston. onglnaI plan of lhe New Deal-as exOct. 29 and 30. There are iwo NEMPA pounded in the '32 platform—was
locals in tlic county The official dele sound All that is needed today is for
gates from these locals are W A the President to turn a double backAyer or Union and Arthur L Perry. somersault abandon all that he has
Jr. of Warren. Maine as a whole is been doing and advocating for two
entitled to 85 voting delegates Maine solid years—in short, rescue the
has two NEMPA directors. L. E Me- country from himself and his “brain
Entire of East Waterford and F. E trust!' Of course the general sees
Chandler of Dever, and the vice presi- neither hope nor health in the Re
dent of the association is W. E Knight t publican party. He is tco loyal a partisan for that.
of Clinton.
But the time is short, he concedes
"Think Fast. Captain!" is thc title of
Here's a happy dessert for that Hal his article, and the admeniton seems
loween bridge or dinner party, a de clearly uttered in thc direction of the
licious Fro-Jc'y Ice Cream Cake, made White House. It is good advice. But
of Butter Pecan Ice Cream, and ap it comes, we suggest, a trifle belatedly
propriately decorated, four large serv Most Americans not so closely tied to
ings. 35c. at yow nearby ice cream the President by bonds of loyalty,
have already done their thinking.
denier—adv.
129-130

Believe In This Country’s Future

OF DEPOSITS

staunchest ar.d ablest of thc Prest^snts supporters, one who has taken
bating after beating in his loyal
efforts to save the New Deal from dis
aster is now moved thus to damn all
its works from the gold-clause legisla
tion to the A A A what remains? Not
the Llbertv League nor any Repubilcan ha5 gone as far in criticism as
docs this life-long Democrat and
Rooecvelt advocate Perhaps a few
k-_
. r"napi a fea
•
sentences, touching various
t0Plcs and taken from separate ports
of the article, will give in briefest form
UKUcUnen‘

Restore Recovery Is the Job Set For Those Who

By Nicholas Roosevelt

• Through the receiving tellers' windows

For the National Republican Builders. Inc.

at the bank, pass 27 varieties of deposits

Promises broken, bonds repudiated, extravagance practiced in place ol
thrift, self-reliance undermined by government subsidies, rugged Individual
ism not only belittled but derided—those are but a few of the demoralizing
by-products of the New Deal which threaten to weaken and undermine the
American character.
«
,
' greater share of the population than
When thc gov- was ever before seen in any century
ernment of the
gut the New Deal is supporting
United States rt- millions in idleness It is seeking to
pudiates its ob- curtail the hours of work It is re
ligation to pay in ducUig the area planted to crops on
gold: when the U)€ farms. It is restricting, protectPresident of the ing,
sheltering,
subsidizing—and
United S t a t es. mollycoddling—a whole section of
blithely and re- 0liU. population.
pcatedly does the
The trouble is. as already explained
opposite of what uiat these poisons work subtly and
he promised to dangerously. But unless the nation
do; when the Ad lias grown "soft" as so many of thc
ministration pours cut with reckless New Dealers hope and believe, they
extravagance, the billions which It must be eradicated lf the nation is to
has neither earned nor yet possesses; survive.
when, from the President down, all
The next Republican President
those qualities of self-reliatjee, In therefore, must be more than a poli
dividual lnitative and courage in thc tician. He must be a great leader,
face of difficulties are derided by the a man who is not afraid to preach
Administration leaders— U is hard the old truths and set an example by
to prevent these bad examples from i his own and his administrations
permeating the country and upset- j aCfa
ting the old standards through which
The American spirit must be
the American people grew great
healed, and the virus of protection
It is a subtle poison, this—and ter- ' ism. collectivism, coercionlsm and
ribly hath to counteract. Speaking New Dealism—call lt what you will
about it last spring with deep con —permanently eliminated
cern. Governor Landon of Kansas ex
Honesty, thrift, self-reliance and
pressed the wish that we had a man industry' are more than ever in de
of the calibre of former President mand
Theodore Roosevelt among us who
by example and word could restore
IS ASKIN' DAN
to the American people their sense
of right and wrong and their bcliel
An Appleton Writer Whose
in the old morality.
Sympathies Are With the
Smart intellectuals made lt a prac- j
tice to deride former President 1
Innocent
Roosevelt i and later. Calvin Cooli- [
South Appleton. Oct. 24
dgei for acting as if they had dis-1
covered the Ten Commandments Editor of The Courier-Gazette —
and the Sermon on the Mount, and I
“S'pcse its safe. Dannie, to go down
for continually preaching the homely I
across the pasture to the partridge
and everlasting truths that they con
nest at the base ot the old pine?
tain.

—checks,

money-orders,

certif-

drafts,

icates-of-deposit, discounted notes, etc.
Depositors consider all these forms of
exchange as money and the bank accepts

them as cash. But they are not cash. The

bank has to make collection and turn
them into cash through a complicated
“clearing" system between the banks of

the country, maintained at great expense.
Even cash or currency costs the bank

.s'*i22*e.

in handling expense and insurance.

Your knowledge of these facts and your
cooperation

are

necessary

to

properly

maintain these indispensable facilities.

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
ROCKLAND.

CAMDEN,

UNION,

VINALHAVEN,

WARREN

88 and a total of 236. leading the
league thereby. The Dandylions have
Camden Has Bad Case Of high team single < 339 > and high team

THE BOWLING FEVER

Candle Pin Disease—Some
Details
The bowling contagion has struck
Camden for fair this season and three
leagues are engaged in the most stren
uous contests the Camden YMCA
alleys have ever known. In the

/• 8

total '935' The averages of the lady
bowlers are:
78 2
Grace Gunning.
Olive Weaver.
73 0
69 .2
Margaret Crockett.
680
Marie Dyer
67 1
Dot Wentworth,
662
Pearl Nash.
8
65 2
Adele Maynard
Since thr law is off. or is it on. Dan. wc
American League Division the teams Margaret Mitchell,
631
But as one looks back on what has hardly dare venture beyond our door
were arrayed in the following order, Alice Dougherty.
63 0
62 1 happened, and. in particular, as one for fear these big game hunters will
Elizabeth Talbot.
as of Oct. 18:
,
61 1 sees the complete disregard of thc niji’.ake us for elephants or kangarooi
PC PF Kay Rollins,
W
601 old truths by the New Dealers, it be or some such and then who would
1000 1293 Ma? McKinnon.
8
Giants.
570 comes clearer than ever that a moral finish puttying the windows and
Lucy
Stevenson.
1275
1000
8
Rockport.
541 re-awakening is necessary and is. in wheelbarrow the dressing around the
.758 :.)•■ Dot Sylvester,
9
Braves.
540 reality, part of the political problem raspberry bed? •
Lucy
Bail
.667 1302
8
American Legion.
What difference docs it make any
52 1 which the country faces today
5
625 1335 Alice Thorndike.
Y. M C. A.
Certainly if the Republican nomi way. Dan. about the law which
50.1
Grace
Eddy
500 1322
4
Firemen.
50.0 nee possesses any of the deep moral licenses wholesale slaughter of wild
500 1233 ' Dora Packard.
6
Lions.
•
Anna
Fish.
49.1 fervor and conviction of the eldei life under the snoopy guise of "part
.275 1293
3
Camden Mill.
Mabel
Richards.
48
1 Roosevelt or of Calvin Coolidge he ridge hunting!" When it's off, or on,
1201
083
1
All Stars.
will have a great opportunity to serve whichever It is. the pop. pop of the
Frances
Thomas.
402
000 1188
0
Rotary.
his oountry by restoring faith in the death dealing gun in the hands of
W. Richards is the league hero thus
ideals which the New Dealers have nice, big soldierlike men as well as
CAMDEN
far. having the high single < 132> and
discredited.
beys just out of the cradle sees to it
the high total (322), The Braves, and
What are these ideals?
The annual installation of Amity
tha: no flutter cf winged life or scurry
they must not be associated with a
I",**Pl?.Ltha\a-P-,ni!L‘S , ct
among the falling leaves U left
Lodge. F & A. M.. was held Friday
certain lowly ball team of that name
evening and these officers installed binding, that a bond is sacred. ThU to remind us of the once abundant
have high single string (528'. and
by Right Worshipful John Leven- rests at the very basis of our civiliza wild life which had only inteUiger.:
high team total (1441). new last week
seller. of Quantabacook Lodge. Sears tion and our political structure. Indians to fear.
The 10 leading bowlers in this
mont; Percy A. Luce. Worshipful Americans used to believe that the
What have you found. Dan. close by
league are:
master; Jesse H. Bates, senior government's promise'was as good as the old pine? Why. Dannie, it is a.
Stevenson. 100.2; Freeman. 98;
warden; Karl Thompson, junior gold. Under the Roosevelt adminis Northern Downy Woodpecker, a male,
Richards. 97; Grover 964: Calder
warden; Fred Elwell, treasurer; tration they discovered that it was see the red patch, or is it blood, on
wood. 953; Wellman. 951; Herrick.
Wor. Leslie D. Ames, secretary; War worth only what those in power were what is left of its head! Good shots
94.1; E. Oross. 93 3; Boynton. 92 4;
ren B Conant, chaplain: Wor. Earl pleased to say it was worth.
weren't they. Dan? Perhaps you can”
Hobbs. 92.1.
In the next place, thrift. Ever,
H Marriner. marshal: Harold Wil
understand why they did it as long as
The Triple C's are leading in the
son. senior deacon; Clarence Thomas, though Americans have always likea
he was after insects, grubs or larvae
National Division where thc rating. 1
junior deacon; Horace W. Robinson, to "take a chance” American civiliza
and not trying to steal our pocket
1
as of Oct. 18 was:
senior steward; Donald H Rollins, tion was built out of the savings and
book. slander his neighbor or set fire
W L PC. PF
the
self-denial
—
which
means
the
junior steward; Lovell Thompson,
to
our buildings. You are thick
875 1173
7 1
CCC Camp.
tyler. The installation was followed thrift—of millions of American
headed any way. Dan. just ask any ol
625 1263
5 3
Red Triangles,
families
They
were
taught
from
by dancing and refreshments.
our able legislators, who must do
5 3 625 1131 1
Smokcaters,
The second social of the Baptist childhood to "make both ends meet"
1180
'
7 5
583
something to earn their salaries, cud
Shells.
The
principle
of
"pay-as-you
go"
was
Calendar Club will be held Nov. 5.
0 12 .000 1069 |
Business Men,
they will explain the gam? laws to
There were no schools in town well established. Debts were tCiun0 0
000 0000
Mystery Five,
your satisfaction.
ned
and
abhorred.
Thursday and Friday as the teachers
High individual single in the Ameri
You don't want to took at the •in.ilj'
• • • •
attended the 33rd annual meeting of
can Division is held by Richardson
partridge nest af.'cr we hav« ccme
the Maine Teachers' Association in
But the Roosevelt Administration
with a string of 127. and to him is also
Bangor.
cried. "Spend, spend, spend!" and way down here. Dan! You foolish old
credited high total, 300 The Red
Mr and Mrs. Hollie Bennett and then urged everyone to borrow as thing! But she was a timid faithful
Triangles have high team single (457 > ' daughter are spending a week in
much as he possibly could. Not con mother and tried so many times to
and high team total. (1316) The 10
Boston and vicinity.
tent with this it sought to penalize make us believe sbe Jus: wasn't thete.
leading bowlers are:
Raymond Young of New York is the thrifty by taking away from them "No doubt the three or four ounces
Richardson, 92.1; Wheeler. 89; A. F.
guest of his parents. Mr and Mrs. as much as possible of what they cl meat on her breast compensated
Sherman. 87.5; Leonard, 85.2;R. BelEdward Young.
had laid aside for a rainy day. The (or her killing, but you can't see it
y?a. 84.1; R MoCcbb. 83.5; Bennett.
Hartford Talbot. Joseph Talbot principle of "pay-as-you-go" was that way. you old numbskull."
82; H. Nash. 81.7; Galanti, 81.5;
Another Nature Lever.
and Albert Gray leave today for a dropped for the "charge it" system.
Martz. 81.3.
gunning trip in northern Maine.
To our children is left the task of
The Ladies' Bowling League is a
Orion Wadsworth and Fred Eddy paying for our extravagances and
MICKIE SAYS—
sort of garden club affair, each team
will attend the Harvard-Dartmouth experiments.
being named for some familiar flower.
game in Cambridge today.
In the third place, self-reliance.
The Violets are blossoming most vig
EVERV EDITOR HNS TO
A Father and Son banquet at the “Stand on your feet!" was the ideal
orously at present, but the teams arc
REFUSE PU8UEATI0W TO
Y. M. C. A., is scheduled for Nov. 7. taught to every self-respectirg
DlSGRUXfTLEO IWPIVIOUALS
quite well bunched, as seen by this
Henry F Merrill, leader of the 13 American child, and in later life.
WHO WAMT to "0AWL- OUT"
standing—as of Oct. 16:
SOMEBODY IU THE PAPER*
Class in Portland, will be the speaker “Strike out for yourself" and "Feath
Team.
Won Lost PC
WHY THEY EXPECT US TO BE
Mrs. Standish Perry is spending a er your own nest." The individual I
iuterected iu -their fights
Violets.
3
1
.750 week in Boston.
was taught to rely on his own efforts,
IS A MYSTERY. AkNHOW,
2
Dandylions,
2
.500
Mt Battie Lodge. I.O.OF.. will be his own strength and ingenuity. He
WERE WOT TAKNG PART /
2
Buttercups.
2
500 privately installed Tuesday evening, carved his own way in the world
IW WO' CLOTHES UWE " f
Lilies.
1
&ATTLES
r—,
3
.250 by District Deputy Orand Master without turning to Uncle Sam (or
Milton V. Rollins of Rockland All assistance.
05
HAVE
Feminine skill as shown in this Odd Fellows arc invited. Refresh
But the New Deal has changed all
PEACE
’
league has been quite impressive, fcr ments at 6:30.
that. Rugged individualism is sneered
e-utiwiuev
here is Mias Gunning with a siring of
Mrs. E.anche Fuller will entertain it. The government seeks to
thc ladies of the Methodist Society protect, help guide and support thc
Wednesday afternoon.
individual. It is fostering his sense
The Congregational. Good Cheer of dependence and undermining his
Class will meet Tuesday evening al tradition of independence.
the Manse.
In the fourth place, industry'- From
Comique
Theater
attractions: early youth the older Americans were
Sunday-Monday, “The Farmer Takes prepared for a life of work. Not only
a Wife," featuringg Janet Gaynor the pioneers but many of their des
and Henry Fonda; Sunday show cendants devoted a lifetime to hard
, benefits the Camden Fire Depart- unrelenting labor. They grumbled
j ment; Tuesday, "Public Menace;” and complained, but they kept at it.
; Get-Rich-Nite, $100 given away; The result was Twentieth Century
RANKIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
Wednesday, "Wanderer of the Waste America, with its greater share of
124 tf land."
the good things of this world for a

USED
CARS

Bought and Sold

HOUSE PAINT
coils leu because
• IT LOOK* MTTTI!
• IT WIAtS LONGCR
• IT WAIHE8 CHAM
• IT COVIR$ MOM
SWP'» multi-pigment formula produces the paint job your
neighbors envy. Olio, an exclusive Sherwin-Williams ingre
dient, gives SWP longer life, better covering and greater pro
tective qualities. Before you buy, let us show you what makes
good paint—good.

STOVE
Wan'l Shew Heal Marks

SttntwiuWnuAMS

PORCH AND DECK PAINT
Protects your porch from
the weather. Easy to apply,
easier to keep dean. Comes
in 6 durable colors.

QUART

.10

ALUMINUM
PAINT
a Oat Coat I
a 1OOI Uses

’A ««»

LINOLEUM
VARNISH
1 (juart Dei
and applirr
tl.SV i«fue

W. H. GLOVER CO.
TELEPHONE 14,

PAINT

N.ow

ROCKLAND, ME.

HEADQUARTERS

is the Time to Consider

AUTOMATIC KAT

with Anthracite

You eon enjoy the convenience of lulomolie Ileal—

of regulating your furnace—bv merely turning a diol.
You can get it combined with the Mife, clean, eco->

noniical fuel toia'vc alway* uaed—

D&H Cone-Cleaned IMIIRACITE
(.jill im for facts and ligurca.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
Tel. 487
COAL DEPT.
ROCKLAND

motor
siOkor

The Finest AUTOMATIC HEAT in the World
Neither Oil nor Gaa, nor any other heating method equals

MOTOR STOKER
Nothing to Shovel—Nothing to Explode

Luxurious, Even Warmth; No Dirt, Dust, Odor or Smudge

Automatic Heat That Pays For Itself

CCC

Confidence Comfort Contentment
AU these come to (he nun who owns a home, or who is earnestly
working to get it. For almost half a century we have been helping
people along this road, and we ran help you. If you have money
enough for an equity in the home you want we can supply the bal
ance on terms that are satisfactory, safe and sure. If you have not
sufficient funds now, a reasonable investment each month with us
will soon meet the requirements. Come in and let us plan it to
gether.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N.
18 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

MILLER’S GARAGE

I

Rf AD THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
coming NKiGiwoitnnon events
Oct. 20 F-.Bmlnatlon* In thl* city forj
Went Point ana Annapolis
Oct. 27 Rockport Townsend
Club
mass meeting at Town Hall.
Oct 2» Benefit card party (or Knoa
Hoapltal at Bok Home
Oct 31 -Hallowe'en
Nov. 1—All Saint* Day
Nov. 1-30— Deer hunting season ln
Knox County
Nov 2—All Souls Day.
Nov 2—Football at Community Park
Rockland High 8chool va. Oardiner
High School.
Nov
2 Boothbay Harbor—County
contest of Knox-Lincoln 4-H Clubs.
Nov
4—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mr* Angelica Olover.
Nov 5—Oolden Anniversary of Pleas
ant Valley Orange
Nov. 5—Knox County Superior Court
convenes
Nov. » Annual fair, Auxiliary 8ons of
Union Veterans
Nov tl—Armistice Day
Nov II—Football at Community Park
Rockland High School vs. Bar Harbor
High School
Nov 20—Annual Methodist fair
Nov 20—Installation of officers AuxIllary. Sons of Union Veterans and
Camp
View
Nov 22—Olencove—Penobscot
Grange Pair
Nov 3>-Thanksgiving Day
Nov 21-30- Bull moose hunting season
4n Knox County.
'*c 2 Annual fair of Ruth Mayhew
Tent. D U V.
Dec 4—Universalist Pair.
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SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY
Cut in your kitchen one of the new

GLENWOOD
RANGES

R. I. Thompson pas moved from
Amesbury street to 200 Broadway.

JOHN’S LAME BACK

Clarence H. Thyng, DD.O.EiR. ot
Sanford will Inspect Rockland Lodge,
B POE Monday night. "Big Time,"
says the card.

V:

Among the 39 new members of the
Brown University Glee Club who have
reported lor try-outs is (Philip M
Creighton. ‘39. of Union, whose prep
school was 'Mount Hermon.

&

Tommy Regan of Bangor is work
ing out al the iRockland Athletic
Club, and Matchmaker Hamlin would
l.ke his boys to drop ln there and see
the speedy mitt-slinger in action.

John L. Thomas, Rockland's star |
bowler, had a lame back Thursday
A huge pile of dry leaves on North j but this is what he did:

IN THE CHURCHES
/£.
SERMONETTE
Calvary

All Next Week

The written history of man com 15
Bowled a string ot 152 at candlestreet met up with a cigarette tossed
mences with Genesis. For eleven
pins.
from a passing motor car about 9
chapters the ancient narrative
Bowled a 10-strlng total of 1221.
o'clock last night with the result that
deals with mankind as with' thc
Thr best range that ran be made.
Broke
the
Star
alley
record.
the diaphone was soon announcing to
entire
race; compassing events
Trade In Your Old Range
Broke the city record.
all and sundry that there was some
from the creation to Abraham.
His ten strings were: ISO. HO. 122,
thing doing in the neighborhood of
Thereafter, until we have the sup
Priced from
■P
Box 35. No damage, much smok“. 152. 119. 111. 119. 121. 113 and 124.
port ot secular history, the Old
Just think what poor old John might
large attendance.
Testament story moves through Its
8unshinc Society will meet Monday j Pay only $1.00 each week If you wish
have done if it hadn t been for that
patriarchs, prophets. Judges, priests
afternoon at the Central Maine rooms
Leon Tanguay's Robin plane was peaky lame back.
and kings to a climax—The end for
burned at Chickawaukie Lake yester
ROCKLAND, ME.
which all creation had groaned for
Comrades of the Way Sunday
It is the general opinion of passersllltf day. Tanguay and two workmen
millions of years. Science would
night will have Dr. N. A. Fogg as
made a gallant attempt to save the by that the painters have Improved
contend
that this culmination was
guest speaker.
machine, but were driven away when the appearance of the American Le
reached with the advent of Man
The women of St. Peter's church
the gas tanks exploded Tanguay had gion building 100 per cent.
Not so. Man had been upon this
There will be a party for the be arc to serve a harvest dinner WedJust returned from Rangeley. The
earth for unknown ages. The
ginners department of the First Bap- nesday 11 to L In the Underchoft. j £7^™
iTu^took*’to
Anderson Camp and Auxiliary
supreme
pinnacle was not the ad
list Church from 2JO to 430 Tuesday, wtth Mrs Ella Hyland as chairman
{o
NQne Qf
have Been Invited to attend inspec
r
vent of man. but cf a man—Thc
The March-April issue of "Friends trio received Injuries. Tanguay had tion of T. W. Hyde Camp, in Bath, i Son of God and Son of Man com
Lucius 8. York has returned to his ,
_____
Monday night.
duties as engineer on the Maine Cen- 1 A1°nS the Road ' contains a full page partial Insurance___
bining in one person.
,
v.
TT '
"In the beginning was the Word,
tral Railroad after a three weeks' ab- Portrait of Most Worshipful Claude L
j Allen, a former South Thomaston boy I Pa-St H*h Pr‘es,s nl«nl' onserwa I Thelma Whitehouse. Jacqueline
and the Word was with Ood and
sence caused by illness.
particularly close ln Interest and as
LILIA SHERMAN
munion at 7:30; church school at I
by King Solomon's Temple Chapter I Blethen. Bernice Robinson. Carlton
who has made good in a big way ln
the Word was Ood; and the Word
9:30; Holy Eucharist and sermon at,
sociation. Dr. Calvin W. Sherman of
_ I Thursday night, saw the Royal Arch Oregory and Horace Vinal are at
was made flesh and dwelt among
Halloween dance at the Elks Home the Bay State. He Is now grand mas degree conferred in full form by a
Clyde. N Y.. and Robert and
The
death
of
Lilia
Sherman
Oct
10:30;
Vespers
at
7:30.
Monday
Is
tending the Christian Endeavor Con
us." If all records were swept
next Wednesday night, for members ter of Masons in Massachusetts.
the Feast of S 8. Simon and Jude. 20 brought sorrow to those who had Theodore Pendleton of this city
team comprising J. A. Richan, R. I. vention ln Oardiner this weekend
away except John's gospel I should
and invited guests Mrs. W. R. Pos
were
held
Funeral
services
Holy Communion at 7 a. m. Friday come to know the fine young woman
Thc annual Carnation Day con Thompson. C. C. Starrett, J. E Stev
know there was a God and a Re
ter is chairman, assisted by Mrs. Perley ducted by Ralph Ulmer Camp Auxi ens. B. 6. Whitehouse, R. V. Steven
Is the Feast of All Saints Holy Com and to those who appreciate what Wednesday Rev. J, Charles MacOarden Club will meet Tuesday at
deemer; that there was another
Bearers were
Damon and Mrs. Harry Berman.
munion at 7 a. m. Saturday. All the removal of a young person Just Donald officiating
liary is taking place today. A bevy son. L D. Chatto. A B. Cooper. E. C. the home of Mrs Ruth Ellingwood.
life and that there is a resurrec
Souls. Holy Communion at 7 a. m. entering into the full promise of life Robert Pendleton. Henry Farrow,
of girls are on the streets selling the Payson. O. T. 8tewart. Ralph U. A feature of the afternoon will be a
tion.
9 • • •
Friends of Rev W J Day will De colorful flower, through the sale of Clark. Edward Oonia. F. A Maxey, talk by Mrs Edith Blaney on ' The
must mean Miss Sherman died In Carroll Boardman and Herman
Christ's life was the climax of
Rev. Helen H. Carlson will speak at the Franklin County
interested to know that he has re which it is possible to carry on wel- j Leo E Howard. O. L. St. Clair. Dana Procession of Seed Growing.”
Memorial Hart. Interment was at Dark Harbor
history, its zenith. His death the
Holman
chapel
Sunday
at
2.30.
topic,
and services were conducted at the
turned to Winthrop, Mass., for the fare work.
Hospital
where
an
acute
appendicitis
D. Wright. A. P. Blaisdell, W. D. Talcrowning tragic summit of events.
"All Things Work Together For operation was followed by pnuemonli. home of the aunt. Mrs. Nora Pendle
winter and ts at 29 Ingleside avenue.
Members of Winslow-Holbrook Post
-------bot, Judson I. Crouse. Charles C.
From His cross comes salvation
Oood."
Hb letters tetl of delightful autumn
M.ss Sherman was bom in Phil ton, where the bearers were Robert
American Legion Auxiliary will in- Phillips and A E. Brunberg An ex are asked to be at the hall at 11 a. m.
if we seek it. Tlie mystery of it I
• • « •
weather <73 above Tuesday i and sends stall its officers Monday night after ceiient chicken supper was served tomorrow to inarch to the Curtiss
adelphia on Oct. 19. 1917. the daugh Pendleton. Carroll Boardman, Wil
To those
do not comprehend
The second sermon In thc series
airport, where the members of the <
best wishes to the Baptist Men's the regular business meeting. Mrs wjth Alfred Church as caterer.
ter ot Mrs. Evelyn Sherman and thc liam Dodge and Millard Boardman.
who receive Him. He gave the
on ' The Four A's of Partnership.” late Frank W. Sherman. When she Rev. Mr Osgood officiated. The
League.
Ella Hyland will Install, and auxiliary - ±, , ,
„
- - - - —■, airplane round-up will arrive al noon.
power to become the sons of Ood
will be given at the First Baptist was 6 the family moved from Dark floral tributes in Rockland and
units of Union. Camden and,
The happenings cf all time cen ‘ Church Sunday morning. Church
THEY WANT DUNCAN
Injuries
which
may
place
him
ofl
The surprise successor to "It Hap- . Thomaston are invited. Refreshliutbor. In High School slic took Dark Harbor were notably beautiful
ter upon that cross antf reach from
school will meet at noon. Echoes ‘he classical course and won the Accompanying the remains to Dark
the active list for at least a month
pened One Night " will be presented a' ’ ments will be ln charge of Mrs. MinWith the approach of the ctty j
from the State C. E. Convention will 1> khest commendj'-.en of her teach- Harbor were Mr. and Mrs. Robert
were sustained by Capt John I. Snow lt to us. if we believe on His name.
Strand Theatre Sunday. Monday and { nle Smith and Mrs. Anne Alden.
mucuses strong pressure is being
be given in the Endeavorer's meeting .*<*s she was a member of thc High Pendleton. Fred B. Sherman of
of the Snow Marine Co. yesterday, on So difficult that no philosophy can
Tuesday under the title of "She Mar
brought to bear upon Jonuar Al- ,
comprehend, to simple that the j el 6:15. Thc people's evening service
board
the
tug
Sommers
N
Smith.
In
the
final
week
of
the
Connecti

Siiool Oiils' Olee dub. and was an Savannah. N. Y. Mrs. E. M. Tehan
ried Her Boss.” Claudette Colbert
drrman Oscar S. Duncan of
opening at 7:15 subject, "Christ and active figure on various committees and Carroll Boardman. The mother
When Capt. Snow stepped on a coal youngest child can thus believe.
is starring Wednesday and Thurs cut Tercentenary Prof, Wilbert
Ward 6 to run for the Republi
William A. Holman
1 my Companions; or the Problem of
bunker plate it tipped up. letting him
and ln general school undertakings, was unable to go.
day. Pauline Lord wiil appear in Snow of Wesleyan University wrote
can iMimination for mayor. Mr.
Youth.”
through the hole. He fetched up
her willingness being valued Musical
"Feather In Her Hat " The weekend the ode for the occasion, presenting it i
Duncan is rather disinclined to
Rev. John Smith Lowe D.D.. at the
astraddle, and is believed to have been
gift was manifested al an early age.
leature will be Joe E. Brown in at the closing mass meeting In
seek further political honors,
"What Do Ye More Than Others?"
Universalist church Sunday at 10:45
Bushnell Memorial Hall. Hartford.'
Injured internally.
and The Tragedv of Facing Both J and she found “ l,applttess ln h*r
"Bright Lights."
but friends think that he can be
Prof, and Mrs. Snow were special'
will have as his topic Beginning
Ways" will be the morning and even- ’ pian0 4lUdy W,th M‘“ M,rgaret °
induced to enter the running.
With Me." The church quartet will
guests
at
all
events,
including
recep

At
the
meeting
of
Winslow-Hol

‘ Stahl and had become accomplished
Douglass McAloney found a belated
Mr Duncan ts very popular in
sing
Church
school
will
meet
at
|
in« U’P1CS of
Charles E. Brooks
brook Post held in Legion hall Thurs
in the art. She graduated from
summer visitor at Ingraham Hill tion. pageant, banquet, luncheon,
his -ertion of the ctty, and is,
day evening, a joint installation of I noon and Chapin Class Tuesday- at the Prait Memorial Methodist High School In June and entering
and had seats in tlie Governor's re
Thursday in thc form of a blue violet.
Church on Sunday. The Friend- [
ronreded b.v Democrats and Re
viewing stand for the historical
the newly elected officers of Arey- evening with Miss Ellen J. Cochran.
Russell Kaler and John Duff helped
publicans alike to have made
ly Men's Bible Class will meet I Farmington Normal Scliool was at
• 9 9 •
parade. Mrs Snow's comment ts "It
Heal
Pos t of Camden and Winslow once elected to the Olee Club. She
him brtng it to The Courier-Oazette
one of the best aldermen the city
At Littlefield Memorial Church to at 9:30 a m . and the Baraca Class
was four days of fun for us."
Holbrook Post were conducted with im was also a member of the O Club,
office.—Another summer souvenir
has had. H- is engaged in the
and Church School at noon. Miss
pressivc services by County Com morrow morning Rev. John L. Quigg
a group of girls who had kept close
found its way to this office yesterday
market
business.
Isabelle Noyes will lead thc Epworth
A new series of sermons. “Christ
mander Alvah L Anderson of Cam will preach morning and evening.
ly together during High School days;
AND
when Alice M. Haskell brought a whole and My Problemsis to begin at the 1
League service at 6:30. using as her
den The new officers of Winslow-Hol Church school will meet at 11.45; In
also
of
the
First
Baptist
Church.
mess of raspberries which she had First' Baptist Church on Sunday
Woman's Foreign Missionary brook Post who were installed are: termediate Christian Endeavor at 5 topic "The What and Why of Chris- !! ifavlng been a member since she was
picked on the Myron Young premises. evening. The first. "My Companions society met Wednesday at the home
Commander. Hector O. Staples; 1st, and senior C. E. at 6. The Junior tian Missions." Marion and Dudley 11. She was a teacher In the Sun
Established 1840
Dunton avenue.
or the Problem of Youth; Nov. 3." 0( Mrs Ruth (Ellingwood. These of- vice commander. Gerald U. Margeson; World Wide Guild will meet Tuesday Harvey will play a trumpet duet at
day school, a member of the Chris
the evening worship service.
Llcrnscd Embalmers and
"My Cares and Sorrows, or the Prob- fleers were elected: President. Mrs. 2nd vice commander. Austin P at 4. Prayer meeting at 7.30.
tian Endeavor, and showed much
Attendants
Fales Circle. Ladles of the CAR-■ Uem of Middle Life;” Nov. 10, ' My Edith Tweedie; vice president. Mrs.
Brewer: adjutant. Oilman Seabury;
At Burdell's Dress Bhep—for the m>rest ln all church activities Her John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
met Wednesday at the home of Mrs ' Death, or the Problem of the Aged." Ella Lurvey; secretary, Miss Minnie finance officer. Ervin L. Curtis; | At First Church of Christ, sclentist. comer of Cedar and Brewster remainder of October—Silk also Wool swe<,t
and mature thought for S Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
Susie Newbert in Thomaston, there ; There will be special choir and com- Smith; treasurer. Mrs. Ellingwood; chaplain. Rev. Corwin H. Olds; his
Dresses reduced to $595—all new fall, others endeared her to everyone ,
were five tables of cards with honors bination numbers under the dlrec- _____
_____ ___
_ ___
Day or Night Telephone
Junior Work.
Kings
Heralds. Mrs. torian. Albert H. Wallace; sergeant- streets. Sunday services are at 10:30
Particular sympathy goes to the1
going to Miss Mary Hanley. Col. F.. ^on of Charles Wilson. Each service Alice Brookes, Light Bearers, Mrs. at-Arms Francis J. Reardon As a and the subject of the 'Lesson-Ser models and values to $12.75 —adv.
i bereaved mother, who loses her onl\ j
450
S Philbrick. Mrs. Roxy Whitehouse wiI] open at 7:15 wtth a stngSpiration Lgna Stevens; extension aecretary. token of appreciation for his services mon tomorrow will be "Probation
j child, following the death of her I Representatives In all large cities
BORN
and Mrs Rose Smith of Camden, and I ^sisted by
by- thc organ, piano and Mrs. jda Simmons; mite boxes. Mrs rendered Charles W. Morton, retiring after Death." Sunday school Is at
in the United States and Canada
YOUNO—At Waldoboro Oct 21, to Mr husband last May.
Ethel Pettee of Belfast. Supper in chorus.
Margaret Philbrook; literature. Mrs. commander, was presented by thc 11:45. Wednesday evening testimony CuJxi^N-At>BuriM'<5viUf.aocin it. to I oth(,r survivors Include aunts. Mrs
charge of Mrs. Lora Boynton was,
AMBULANCE
-------I Ivy Chatto. Mrs Tweedie appointed members of Winslow-Holbrook Post m-.eting ls at 7:30. The reading
Mr and Mr* oeorge Cullinan a Francis E. Hall of Rockland. Mrs
Service b Instantly available.
followed by annual inspection by
The Speech Readers Club met as her program committee Mrs. Lena with a past commanders' Jewel
room is located at 4C0 Main street,
daughter. Dycal Fay.
---------------------- Orace Scoville of Olendale, Calif..
Experienced attendants on dnty.
and open week days from 2 until 6
Mrs Lulu Nichols of Belfast, depart- Thursday and had first at heart the dfRochemont Mrs Minnie Cross.
and Mrs. Nora Pendleton of Dark
MARRIED
Mrs.
Nichols
re‘
slogan
of
ment president,
‘ National Hearing Week. Mrs V|ncie clgrk and Miss F.tth
p.
m.
Day
and Night Telephone
Gonia’s removal sale will open to
qurNN-BECKMAN—At vinalhaven. Ort Harbor; uncles, Russell Pendleton of
• • • •
I "Forward. Hard of Hearing of < Lurvey. Plans were outlined for the day. Every article in his present store
cclvco a gift.
24.
by
Rev
N
F
Atwood
James
O
Fred
„
pe
ndlrU)n
of
At the Congregational Church' Quinn, of Eagle, and Edith Una Beck- I
450
-------America.' Miss Olive Gilchrest had years work. Mrs. Tweedie in her in Thc Bicknell will be sold regard-1
Sunday School is at 9:30 a. m, and ' man of Vinalhaven
Dark Harbor Fred B Sherman and 1 Ml MAUI ST. ROCKLAND, MK.
Golden Rod Chapter O.E.S. an-I charge of the lesson, and in thc art
comprehensive report of the New less of cost. An ideal time to get your (
—
30-tf
L. C. 8herman of Savannah. N. Y 1
public worship at 10:30 when Mr
nounccs Its annual fair which will, appreciation program, Mrs. MarIN MEMORIAM
England branch meeting recently Christmas gifts at low cost. Buy > Olds will have for his subject "The |
I Among .'.cveral cousins were these
bc held Nov. 8. Mrs. Ivy Chatto as I guertte MacAlman gave an interpreIn loving memory of our only
held in Burlington, Vt.. which she wallpaper now to use later.—adv.
brother. Kendall L Stone, who fell
Fourth Dimension of Men." Thc i1 and
general chairman has these commit- tation of Raphael's "Madonna of the attended as delegate, gave an inter
asleep, Oct 25, 1933
—
The i Ood saw when your strength was falling.
Berean Class will discuss
tees; Handkerchiefs, Mrs. Helen' Chair." Reports of the conference
When your pathway had grown too'
esting description of the presence ol
OUR JIMMY O’HARA
Nature of Man" at 11:45 and Com
steep
Chapman; utility table. Mrs. Millie In Portland were presented by Mrs.
Mrs. Oeorge A. Miller, author of the
showed you the stars of heaven
rades of the Way meet at 6:30 p. m. He
Thomas; aprons. Mrs. Laura Maxey; Freeman F. Brown and Mrs. Frank
He gave you blesaed sleep
text book “Women (Under the To Figure As Organist At a Series Of
Today at The PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
with Dr. Neil A Fogg as speaker. ] In our home* you are fondly rejnemcandy and ice cream. Mrs. Vincie Hewett. Dr. Frederick Hill of Water
bered
Southern Cross" which the Society
Boston Travel Lectures
Telephone 1380—Will Reserve Yours
I Sweetly, tender, loving and true.
Clark; grabs. Mrs. Carrie Winchen ville, following his broadcast over
Is to study this year. Mrs. Miller,
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal' There's not a day goes by dear Kendall
25 CENTS
BUSINESS FOLKS’ SPECIAL
25 CENTS
baugh; decorations. Ray Stewart; Station WCSH. conducted a round
_
!
That
we
do
not
think
of
you
Out of the columns of the Boston
the wife of a bishop now stationed in
A
Delicious
Special
Supper
Tonight
69Stf
Rev.
E.
O.
Kenyon,
rector,
services
(
Mr
and
Mrs
Lester
F
stone.
Albra
supper. Mrs. Ivy Chatto; entertain table. Miss Eliza Hannegan gave
South America, har recently returned Globe the other day sprang familiar for tomorrow will be: Holy Com- J ‘'Vkfft’Xven. Maine
ment. Myron Young. Mrs. Vivian interesting accounts of her talks to
from that country, and although features and readers found the fol
Hewett will have charge ol a 64-in. thc
Parent-Teacher
Association much ln demand as lecturer, the lowing concerning James J. O'Hara
table cover done by her own skillful meetings and the Kiwanis Clubs of
branch meeting was her first ap' of Rockland.
hands, which will be disposed of in Portland and Westbrook, and Mrs.
An added feature at each of the
pcarance after arriving In thc States.
a novel manner.
The Harvie Esther Jones, representing thc LewOne of her lectures was entitled "The Sunday evening travel lectures to be
Orchestra will furnish music during: iston-Auburn League
and Mrs.
Christ of thc Andes”. Mrs. Miller presented at Jordan Hall by the Bot
thc supper hour, and there will be a Brown the local club, talked inforIn addition to her ability as authoress ton Olobe's Department of Tours and
spccial evening entertainment.
mally. Dr. Hill’s broadcast was lis and lecturer. Is a noted organizer ln Travel, will be an organ recital on
tened to by the gathering at the club international work, her accomplish the big New England Conservatory
Public dinner. Undercroft St. Peter’s room at the State Street Parish
ments In South America having won organ, by James J. O'Hara
Church. Wednesday. Oct. 30—11 to 1 House. It is of interest that Dr. Hill
Mr. O'Hara Is a brilliant young or
no small attention.
Boiled dinner, pie and coflee, 35c, j is a member of the board of managganist of growing reputation, already
—adv.
i ers of thc American Society for thc
well known for his radio recitals on
--------------i Hard of Hearing Attention was cal- At the What-Not Shop. 401 Main WBZ and WEEI. and for featured ap
street, you will find all the newest de
You can have that delicious Fro- led to the special lip reading ex
pearances at some of the largest the
signs and styles in autumn hand
Joy Ice Cream Cake that serves four hibitions in the Portland Public
atres. He is a former pupil of Homer
bags. knitting bogs, costume bags, in
large servings that is made of Butter Library and the display in Watkins'
Humphrey of the Ooneervatory. and
various
silk
materials
with
cameo
and
Pecan Ice Cream, delivered to your window featuring a miniature class
of the late Lynnwood Farnum of thc
jewel clasps, and beaded evening bags
home, no extra charge, packed to keep being given the audiometer test. A
Curtis Institute of Music in Philadel
six hours after delivery. Oive your delightful feature of Thursday's Also Made-in-Maine toys. etc. Visit phia.
Ford Cleaners is a Maine corporation ,owned and operated by
As a fitting prelude to next Sun
order to your nearby ice cream dealer, meeting was a letter from Mrs. or^ welcome—adv.
Nathan Witham telling of her visit
day evening's lecture on “Soviet Rus
he will do thc rest —adv.
129-130
Maine people for the benefit of Maine people. IT POSITIVELY HAS
Your old battery 1s worth some sia As It Ls Today.” by Albert K. Daw____________
! to the New Haven (Conn.) League
NOTONNECTION WITH ANY C ONCERN OUTSIDE THE STATE
Gonia's removal sale will open to-, for Hard of Hearing of which the thing to us "Start" right with the eon, Mr. ’Hara has prepared a pro
OF MAINE It is a tremendous organization bringing the most out
cold
weather.
Buy
a
new
Delco
bat

day. Every article in his present store ( national president. Dr. Frederick
gram that is at once preponderantly
tery today Nothing down, budget Russian and tuneful. Opening with
in The Bicknell .will be sold regard-, Sperry, is president.
standing values to every community it serves. It will pay you to join
plan if preferred. McLoon Sales A: a march by Rebikos, it then Includes
less of cost. An ideal time to get your
the throng of satisfied Ford customers.
in order, the “Valae de> Fleurs" and
May I have your renewal for any Service. Limerock St., Rockland.
Christmas gifts at low cost, Buy
129-133
the "Dance of the Candy Fairies '
magazine expiring, or why not give a
wallpaper now to use later —adv.
from Tsehalkovsky's “Nut Cracker
Christmas gift to last a year. AmeriLIMEROCK STREET
LIMEROCK STREET
, Can. 1 year $2.50; 2 years $3.50; Mc
Suite” “Black Eyes,” a Russion tunc;
FIRST
CLASS
1935
1855
ROCKLAND,
Horlick's familiar "Two Qultars" and
Calls. Red Book 1 year $2.75; Ameri
AMERICAN LEGION
TRUCKING SERVICE
finally "Serenade" by Rachmanlnofl.
can
and
Woman's
Hcmc
Companion
C
L
E
A.
N
E.
R
s
MAINE
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
BUILDING
AND FURNITURE MOVERS
The organ concert iwill begin
combination, 1 year $3. Good only
FOSTER’S TRANSFER
Waldoboro, Me.
promptly at 7.45, and will conclude at
(till Nov. TO. AU other magazines at
122Stf
W. R. FOSTER, Prop.
approximately 815, when the llluslowest prices S E Frost Tel. 1181-J
Tel. Thomaston 13t-l Rav. Chg.
Artistic Memorials in Stone
trated lecture will get under way
127*129

WITH NEW VALUES ADDED

$59

FOR INSTANCE

Burpee Furniture Co.

80 Square Percales

I

15c

SENTER CRANE COMPANY \

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

BAKED BEANS AND COLE SLAW

“HELLO, EVERYONE,
FORD CLEANERS AGAIN”
-OUR SPECIAL FOR NEXT WEEK-

MEN’S SUITS
Cleansed and Pressed

ORD

Every-Other-Day
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WARREN
Mr and Mrs. Ernest O. Starrett
were hosts Tuesday evening to the
Poultry Club.
John Cates, who for the past few
weeks has been recuperating at the
home of hls brother, James Cates at
Rockland, has returned home and
will be glad to receive friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Robinson visited
their son Arnold Robinson last
Saturday at Hebron.
Miss M. Orace Walker, Miss Eda
St. Clair, and Mrs. Clara Lermond
visited Sunday Mrs. Mary Walker
and lamlly at Ellsworth.
Mrs. Betsey Eastman. Miss M.
Orace Walker. Mrs. Alice Mathews
returned Thursday from Harland
where they had been guests since
Tuesday of Mr. and Mrs. O. M.
Lancey, cousins of Mrs. Eastman and
M: ■ Wa.k.r
Those from here who sang with the
Wellington Smith chorus at the 35th
annual music festival given at the
Bangor auditorium, included. Mrs.
Orace Wyllie. Mrs. Avis Norwood,
Rev Howard A. Welch, Howard and
Roger Teague.
Following the regular meeting of
the Mystic Rebekah Lodge Monday
evening, a Halloween party will be
enjoyed, the committee ln charge,
bring Mrs. Anna Starrett. Mrs Edna
Moore and Mrs Nancy Clark.
Jimmie Wentworth of Hope ls
guest of Russell Smith for a few days.
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond Vinal of
Brookline, Mass, have named their
Infant daughter Jane Walcott.
Mrs. Annie Watts had as guests
last weekend. Dr. and Mrs. Oeorge
Boonton, and son Ouy of Waltham.
Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Kappler of West Newton. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Robinson and
daughter Winona accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Brackett of
Thomaston, went Wednesday to
Manchester, Conn. w here they are
visiting Mr. and Mrs Chester Robin- j
son.
Miss Alice Dean of Oardiner passed 1
last weekend with Mrs. Margaret
Sawyer.
(
Charles Huntley of Camden Is
spending a few days with his mother,
Mrs. Wilder Moore.
Mrs Anna Starrett, ill the past
few days, is improved.
The young people of the Baptist!
Church held a Halloween Social
Friday at the vestry. (Oct. 25)
Mrs. Susie Philbrook. Mrs. Lizzie
Waltz of this place and Mrs Oliver'
Brazier of Thomaston were dinner I
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ray'
Spear, the birthday anniversaries ofi
Mrs. Waltz and Mrs. Brazier being
observed.
Mrs. Susie Philbrook visited friends1
In Rockville, a few days this week, i
Mrs Percy French of Bridgton has
been home this week.
Mrs Elizabeth Starrett will enter- 1
tain Umbrella Club next Thursday.
The sermon topic Sunday morning
at the Baptist Church will be. 'To
Hide and to Show," with an anthem 1
by tlie choir; Church school at 12,
Christian Endeavor at 6; at 7
special music has been arranged, and
the pastor will speak on, "Angels or
Wild Beasts.”
Chester Wyllie resumed his posi
tion as rural mall carrier (Friday
alter being ill for several days with
tonsilitls.

• - By Gene Carr
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— By Ray 1. Hoppman

DON'T BE LIKE THAT!

WAS SUCH A BUSY GENERAL
HE DICTATED HIS LETTERS

t-dE, IT WAS

.

consideration

______ /

a,

. zic?.

IN A CHARIOT AS HE RUSHED
BATTLE/

FOR THE SPOUSE,
SHOULD BE MANfs

f-'

AlM
ABOUT THE HOUSE

GE
k.LEt ORDERED
HIS SUPERIOR OFFICER. JEFF DAV/S
OFF THE BATTLEFIELD- DAVIS THOUGHT
HEX) MAKE A SOOOSOPIER BUT LEE GAIDAR/

I

HERE *N THERE

my retucn • ivan the ghost
FRANTICALLY ORDERED ME AWAY
•JEALOUS OF MARCIAS CIVILITY
Towards me
my monopoly
OF HER ATTENTION - ©DICK AS
A SUBWAY DooR 1 SLAMMED
THE WINDOW SHUT ON HIS NECK*

On

BUT HE WORTHED
BACK IN AND RAN
UPSTAIRS WITH
A PAIL * WITH
'
THE FLUID
CONTENTS
OF WHICH

WHICH I HUMBLY ADMIT i
CAUGHT WITH GOOD EASE
AND HURLED BACK AT
IVAN* WHOSE ATTEMPT
To EMULATE MY DEX
TERITY FAILED
MISERABLY

> HE HOPED To
DRENCH AND
FREEZE ME To
DEATH • BUT THE
WATER IN PASSING
FROM THE WARMTH
WITHIN To THE
COLD WITHOUT,
FROZE INTO AN x z
ICY MASS • S ' ~

RUMPUS
/

V

By Gene Carr

— ly Fred Nordley

BARON MUNCHAUSEN

DEER ISLE
Mr. and Mrs. Roy T. Lowe are
spending the winter with Mrs.
Asenath Spofford.
Mrs. Louise Knowlton is guest of
Dr. and Mrs. Harry A. Trust of
Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen T. Smith of
New London, Conn., are visiting Mr
Smith's mother, Mrs. Eva Smith.
Stanislaw Rembshi of New York is
passing a few weeks at Edgewood
Farm.
Capt. Avery Marshall and Reginald
Eaton are home from the season's
yachting.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin V. Greene ot
Everett, Mass, were ln town last
week to attend the funeral of
Gardner K. Oreene.
Capt. Walter E. Scott has returned
from Darien, Conn., where he was
engaged in yachting the past season
Miss Mary OToole is in Boston
for the Winter.
Mrs. Grace Pichering Is home
from a weeks visit with friends at
Stonington.
Donald Perez of the West Coast is
guest of his brother Manuel Perez
and Mrs. Perez.
Mrs. Earle S. Brown and Miss
Arline Brown of Eagle were recent
visitors at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George M. Dodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Haskell and Mr.
end Mrs. Carl Gott have returned
from an auto trip to Bangor and
vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Plumb and Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Sanders of Litch
field Conn, were in town the past
week.
Miss Kate C. Sylvester ls spending
the winter with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
L. Sylvester at Edgewood Farm.
Mrs. Walter E. Scott and daughter
Rosamond visited recently in Rock
land.
Mrs. Vida Sylvester, Ruby Sylvester
and George Sylvester passed last
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Howard at Spruce Head Wand.
(

IMAGINARY INTERVIEWS

•:

KITTY KELLY

.. .X

/

\

BETTER.
QET
sxoRe
PAPER

- ...............

-

KNOW IT’S UNHEALT'y
TO PLAY WITH FIRES
YA /HIGHT GIT CHA
SELF ALL BOINED

• x -

THE HOUSE TEMPERATURE
immediately melted the ice
AND IVAN WAS SOAKED To THE SOCALLED BONE • H'S COLD AGGRA
VATED AND HlS NOSE STOPPED UP,
HE 6AVE UP HIS INCIVILITIES IN

..................\

“By Art Helfant*
-r————-------------------------------------r—

CAN /HAKE ALL THE
FIRES WE WANNA AN*
YOU CAN’T STOP US YOU AIN’T A
POLICEMAN

FROM QIVIN’ YOUSE A CLUBBIN’
AN’ TEACH YA TO RESPECK
TH* LAW ANO NOT TO TALK
DISRESPECTA8LE
TO YER ELDERS
I

“H»’» die luckiar guy-*lwiyi find in' hone shots in’ four leaf clown!’’

°fuy

ftX no

say

TRIEUD

LjygL

x

j?

13 to 6t ONE.

\

ODDITIES-LAND, SEA AND AIR

ty

C. Y.

Renli

WHAT WOULD VOU DO?
Y0UHA0A M£X/CAH X/OJY
BY THE TA/L THAT HAS
CO/W/VG AT yot/'TSYATS
JUST WHAT HAPPEHE0
TO TP£D JOHES, A HA/M-

fCDmaGHi »
•TNnOOL toe

•

MA/Y//Y OID MTX/C&

.art
HElfaNT,

HE3HOTA LIOM
OUT OF A TREE

AND AS HE WAS

DON'T LAUGH777

SUPERSTITIOUS BELIEFS

PULLING IT OUT
OF SOME BRUSH

— By Blumey

GOT UP AND
STARTED FOR
HIM.

yelLed AND
KICKED THE ANIMAL-

IM

BY that Time his favorite w
DOG CAME TO HIS RESCUE AND PUT
THE LION UP ANOTHER TREE. THIS

TIME JONES WAS SURE OF HI*3

shot.
TANNY DODSOk

UPON SEEING THE- FIRST STAR, MAKE A WISH NEVER OPEN AN UMBRELLA IN THE HOUSE
andsat ’isee THE FIRST STAR, THE FIRST OR YOU WILL CAUSE SOMEONE THEREIN
STAR SEES ME GOD BLESS THE FIRST STAR, GOO TO DIE.
BLESS ME? YOUR W'SH WIUTMtH COME TRUE.

NEVER LOAN MONEY TO ANYONE DURING IF YOU HAVE LOST MONEY. KISS THE FIRST
A GAME OF CHANCE AS VOU WILL LOSE, NEGRO YOU MEET AND VOU WILL FIND IT.
AND THE BORROWER WILL WIN.

otsa/vAHtw/o, Holmes Moss Jr.
TEXAS CAUGHT ofua/yo.tex.
A BASS X3E- HAD A DEEP.7HA1
H£ HAD SHOT,
FOffEH/S
BAIT HAB HY H/CX THE FM/Y7S
' THE WAT££i
OFF H/Pt
ua-nf-ir..
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Edward; vice president. Charlotte
UNION
Robbins; secretary. Isabel Abbott;
Mr and Mrs. William Thomas and treasurer. Esther Robbins; student
two daughters are guests of Mr, council—Phyllis Hannan and David
Thomas’ sister Miss Ruth Thomas ln Carroll; juniors, Piesldent Virginia
Bangor during the teachers' conven Howe; vice president not elected; sec
tion.
retary and treasurer, Beatrice Rich;
Mr and Mrs Charles Hoyt leave s(odent council,. Donald McBdward;
today for 8t Petersburg. Pla, accom- ’^Phomores. president, Robert Heald;
vice president, Kenneth Alley; secre
panled by a friend from Rockport.
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Puller and Mr. tary and treasurer. Susan Abbott,
and Mrs Maurice Lindsey of Thom- freshmen president, Lea Pranscn;
j aston recently visited Hebron Acad vice president. Richard Crabtree;
secretary and treasurer, Esther Nicinl;
emy.
student council. William Rich.
Rev and Mrs. T. C. Chapman called
Officers of the Athletic Association
Monday on Rev. and Mrs A A. Calla
are: President. James McEdwnrd;
han ln Augusta.
secretary and treasurer, Charlotte
Mrs. W. C. Ray and Mr. and Mrs. Robbins. Phyllis Hannan was chosen
Osmond Plumer of Portland have president of the Student Council.
been recent house guests of Dr. and
The basketball managers ore Phyl
Mrs H. H. Plumer
lis Hannan and James McEdward.
Thc Methodist Ladles' Aid meets
The magazine-drive for the Curtis
Nov. 5.
1 Publishing Company has ended The
Mr and Mrs Charles Morton dined winning sides, gold, are "Skyrlders"
i Sunday evening with Mr. and Mrs. and the losing side, green are "WindAlbert Goss.
bags."
“In the Light of the Moon" has
Mrs Annie Butler recently returned
from a two weeks' trip to Cape Cod been chosen for the Senior class play.
and vicinity accompanied by her They hope to present It sometime ln
sister Mrs Mertle Russell of Portland. November.
Several High School students are
In Bridgewater. Mass. they were
Joined by their brother James Hem taking dancing lessons from Miss
enway and together continued to the j Heald of Camden.
The Girls' Glee Club has been orCape
A feature much enjoyed was
the passing of two new bridges. Saga- ganized with Mrs Clark as leader
more, a mile ln length, and Bond Isabel Abbott, president, and Beverly

WEST WALDOBORO

AT PARK THEATRE MONDAY-TUESDAY

Mr. and’ Mrs. Alton Winchenbach,
Misses Martha, Sadie and Ida Win
chenbach were Portland visitors last
Saturday.

Mrs. Viola Kuhn is In Worcester,
Mass., where she will spend the win
ter with her daughter. Mrs Prank
Sheffield and Mr. Sheffield.
Mrs. William Thorne, daughter
Luella, Mrs. Alden Waltz and Miss
Arlene Eugley of Gross Neck called
last Thursday on Mrs. Dewey Wlnohenbach.

Boston Mother Tells
a Secret
vou keen your children i
Itny? Thl* question pitas'
McKay, who now tails har nai|hbora:
"1 happened to hear about

Dr.Trues Elixir
Laxative Bound Worm Cxpeller

through a relative - an my little boy
was for some time troubled with loss
ot appetite, restlessness at night and
at times was very fretful, I decided to
try Dr. True's Elixir ... He began
to improve immediately snd in a very
short time he was well ... I would
Mrs. Etta Thompson was a recent never be without it.” — Mrs. E. G.
visitor at the home of Mr. and Mrs
McKay, 42QA Saratoga St., Boston,
(Msss. .
Prank David.
Signs o( Round Worms are: Constipa
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Sheffield of j tion, deranged stomach, swollen upper
Worcester. Mass . spent the weekend lip, offensive breath, hard and full
stomach with pains, pale face, eyes
with Viola Kuhn.
heavy, short dry cough, grinding of the I
Mrs. Herbert Waltz and; daughter S teeth, etc.
Dr. True’s Elixir laxative round worm
Mary who have been passing three ezpeller — made from imported herbs
weeks with relatives in 8cranton. Pa., j . . . mild and pleasant to take . . . I
for children and adults.
I
returned home Saturday.
?»aece—lolly liw«4 tor »< Vawrw

,

Mrs. Cliflord Winchenbach and
Mrs. Alton Winchenbach spent last j
HOPE
1
A London bishop on a rampage of | romantic leads as the young couple Thursday with Mrs. Preelon Vannah
Mrs. Leroy Coombs of Rockland ls
5&
tn
South
Waldoboro.
mystery-a young couple who try to who delve into amateur crime ln a
with her mother, Mrs Luella Bart
madcap revenge tcheme. and Edmund
Mrs. Byron Mills and son Jackie lett. who ls 111.
be amateur criminals—and a hilari
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Gwenn. distinguished British charac were weekend guests of her parents,
Mrs Sara W Kelley and sister,
ous plot In which the bishop, who
15- Pleature
47- Corroded
1-Seizes and holds
ter actor, plays the bishop who I Mr. and Mrs Oeorge (Barnes at St. Miss Annie Mcllvene of Rockland.
16- City In France
48- The firmament
without right
reads detective stories, turns Sherlock trips them up in their nefarious plan. , Oeorge.
19- Farm animal
Mass , are guests of Mrs. Herbert
49- Terrltory (abbr.)
•-Leave
20- Deep black
Holmes and out Holmses and detec who baffles crooks with a snuffbox.
51- Epoch
12- Newt sheet
wiUi*m Webber have Hardy
23-Said to a horse
52- Unlt of metric
13- A flower (pi.)
tive ever heard of before—these are who finds thc missing loot, uncovers
Several from here attended the
moved to the apartment ln the Ezra
25-Greek letter
measure (pi.)
14- An animal show
among the diverting details ol "The a swindler, and otherwise sets all Wellman bouse.
entertainment Wednesday evening at
27-A tree
54-lnvaded suddenly
16- Kind of valve
bridge. Passing through Cape Cod 8immons. secretary
Bishop Misbehaves" Maureen O'Sul- things right amid a hilariously funny !
55-Projectlng edge of a 29-Native of Africa
17- Preflx. Upward
the Camden Opera House througn
Mrs. Alden Waltz and Miss Marie
' Canal also proved a pleasing experi32- Foot-llke organ
roof
18- Mlneral spring
llvan and Norman Poster play the sequence of situations.—adv.
the
courtesy of Wiley & Rankin who
cnee.
'
WHLDQUQRO
Waltz of Oross Neck passed Saturday
33- Toll*
57- Grecian island
20- Part of the face
extended Invitations.
34- An cider person
58- Fond of clothes
21- Pont of compass
afternoon with Fannie Waltz.
Albert Hills and Charles Hills.
35- Decay
59- Took notice of
(abbr.)
Mr. and MTs C B Waltz of Everett
ST. GEORGE
1 Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Nash were ' Mrs. Elizabeth Tuttle Is visiting
36- Stopped
' Chicago lawyers formerly of this
22- Male deer
friends In Waldoboro.
Mass. have been guests of Mrs Ida
VERTICAL
37- Stow, as cargo
24- Willow twigs
Warren visitors last Thursday
; town and their grandniece of Michi
Henry
E.
Rackllff
Achom. On return they were ac
38- Beam
1- Throwlng upward
25- Scottiah language
Prank Hunt ls visiting hls mother.
gan are visiting friends here includ
A. B. Crocker
39- Nlpped
2- Venerated person
Death visited this community Oct.
companied by Mrs. Acorn and Mrs.
26- Erects
Mrs. Elizabeth Hunt.
ing Mr. and Mrs. Prank Lenfest Mr
40- Convcyed property
3- Tumult
28-Shades
18 and took there from one of the
Lillian Ollchrlst.
41- Exchanged
4- Record (abbr.)
30-Superlatlve suffix
and Mrs Herbert Hills and Mr. and
Miss Esther Aulis was ln Rockland
Walking along a street in our fair
P. A. Brummitt of Boston ls at hls most beloved of its older citizens.
43- Perfume from rose
5- Pruttia (abbr.)
S1-Ocean
Mis Ellas Burkett
Touring the
recently
on a visit.
petsls
7- ln a row (poet.)
Henry Edgar Rackliff, who was ever city, i saw a sign over a door, "Shad32-Seat In a church
country, they have visited 28 States. home here.
Mrs Bnily Etheridge and daughter
8- Pollceman (slang) 44- Shirp mountain
34-Make a mistake
regarded
as
a
good
neighbor
and
racks."
Across
the
street
is
a
Baptist
Dr. and Mrs. Francis Redlon have
spur (Fr.)
9- Turkleh monetary
Their home was the place now owned
37-A title (Sp.)
Shirley ol Round Pond were recent'
48-Session (abbr.)
unit (pi.)
been passing a few days In Portland kma friend. Mr. Rackliff was of church, on the next corner a Uni- visitors at Arnold Standish's home
39-Vltal fluid
I by Prank Orlnnell.
10-Numbers
from
12
to
5O-Contest
of
speed
genial
nature
with
a
goodly
touch
42-Consumes
versalist Church, and on the next
Mr and Mrs. Alexander Puller l and Boston,
Prank Waltz and Mrs Hall of Rock
20
53-Residence (abbr.)
44-Very fast
o’ humor which often caused much corner across the way, a Methodist
of
the
Central
were
visitors
Sunday
at
the
home
of
|
Herbert
Maxey
^11-Regard
,55-Anger
land
were recent callers ln this place ,
46-Lacerate
merriment among his companions at Church, and again crossing the street
Maine Power Company is enjoying
Mrs. William Webber and son spent J
friends ln Lincoln.
ritial gatherings He was a kind we find a Congregational Church, and
(Solution to previous puzzle)
Monday with her parents. Mr and
Guests last Saturday of Rev. and a week's vacation.
and loving husband and father.
just above it was formerly a Unitarian Mrs M. C Winchenbach in Wal- j
Miss Mildred Waltz of Wollaston.
Mrs. T C. Chapman were their son
EAST WALDOBORO
This town where he was bom Nov Church which was sold to the Odd
doboro.
Raymond Chapman of Wellesley. Mass., and Waldoboro la on a cruise 10. 1856 had been Mr Rackliff's
Mr. and Mrs Russell McLoud en Mass. and George Lawson of Arling to Soukh America and the West home nearly all his life, with the Fellows.
Mr and Mrs Herbert Waltz and
Where, I ask you, would one look
tertained over the weekend. Mr. Mc ton. Mass.
Indies.
ex-eptlon of earl'er years which he for the other two members of that ' two daughters were visitors at the
Leod's aunt. Mrs. Elizabeth Tuplin.
home of Brank Waltz in Rockland 1
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Kenniston of J The Susannah Westley 6oclety met pa:sed in seafaring. When a young
BEACON STREET
daughter Mrs. Edith Jacous of Ply Attleboro. Mass. who have been re- Monday afternoon with Mrs Geneva man he joined the life-saving crew.; famous Biblical trio. Meshach and j Sunday afternoon.
Abed-nego.
but
on
the
street!
of
the
BOSTON
mouth and Miss Esther Barill ot New
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Campbell and
as’t was then called, at White Head , four churches, differing in creeds from
cent visitors at the home of Mr and welt.
Bedford, Mass.
Mrs Fred Kennlston returned home
Mr and Mrs pioyd Hilton have re- Ke also worked at paving cutting for Baptist to Universalist? But, upon son of Newport, iR I., are visiting
Miss Rena Wiley of the village and Tuesday
a : me. During later years he had strictest search. I was unable to And Mrs Campbell's parents. Mr and Mrs
turned lrom Waterville.
Ideal location on Beacon Hill,
Miss Arvilla Winchenbach of South
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Stephenson
an<j jgrs Loomis Young are been engaged In lobsterlng. and ln any trace of those two famous char Charles Kaler.
beside the State House, ana
Waldoboro were recent callers at
Mr and Mrs Samuel Anderson ot i
overlooking Boston Common
went Wednesday to Boston, where Dr ^jj^g congratulations on the 1918. with hls oldest son Eugene, he acters.
Charles Bowers' home.
entered the wclr business at which 1 Ycu will not find the names of the Portland were guests Sunday of Mrs.
and Public Gardens.
Stephenson attended a dental clinic ^Irth Monday of a son.
Mr and Mrs. Kent O Newbert of
Elizabeth Hunt.
lie worked until failing health pretrio in any ads of coal. oil. wood, gas
Raymond Thurston is attending a | Mrs Eudora Miller has returned
vented continuance. He was a mem-'
Woodfords were guests Sunday of
Miss Althea Kaler has been 111 with
or electric furnaces, yet history records
prison conference in Atlanta, Ga. He from a visit with relatives In Friend
RESTAURANT
Miss Ellie Mank.
ber of St. George Baptist Church.
tonsillitis and attended by Dr. Hahn.
that they tested a burning fiery furexpects to remain until Nov. 1 and ship.
a la carte and table d'hote
ROCKVILLE
Mr. Rackllff was married Oct. 27.
Mrs. Elizabeth Hunt spent Monday j
Albert C. Mank has moved his fur
will return by way of Chicago.
Mrs Lizzie Tuttle of Hope ls visit 1876 to Susan F. Elwell of this com- j, naoe and found it wanting. Along
Club Breakfast
with Mrs Harold Rider at Waldoboro.
niture from Round Pond to hls home
about 534 B. C„ there was a New Deal
Mr and Mrs Paul Plumer of Au ing Mrs. Nellie Overlock.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sinnett and son
munity. who survives him. together
Lunch
here.
gusta were guests Sunday of Dr. and
spent Sunday with Mrs. Sinnett's
Solomon David, Joseph Davis, with six of their seven children, | on. “and the princes, the governors,
Mr. and Mrs. H E Keizer of Thom Mrs H H Plumer
Dinner
TREMONT
and
captains,
the
judges,
treasurers,
sister and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Dennis Mank and Kenneth Heyer four sons, Eugene. Edgar, Walter
aston were visitors Sunday at the
I counsellors, sheriffs, and all the rulers
Mrs Edith Greene closed Ye Green have been on a trip to Quebec.
Mrs. Burleigh Blaisdell in Medford.
and Ramond. all of this town; and
Mrs. Oscar A. Tolman ls guest of
homes of J. A. Rines and L. L. Mank Arbour 8unday after a successful
were gathered together in conference."
CAFETERIA
Bernard Clark and Richard Clark
Johr Redman was at home Satur two daughters. Mrs. Fred Miller and
relatives in Bangor for a few days.
Mr and Mrs Lester Mank were atf season, and returned to Watertown.
(This is probably the forerunner of
of Thomaston spent Friday night and the home of the former's brother C.
day and Mrs. Redman returned with Mrs. Charles 8holes of East WeyMrs
Emily
Howe
accompanied
by
1
Pleasant outside location fac
Mass. She was accompanied by Mrs
political conferences). They issued
Saturday with their cousin, Evans W Mank. North Warren last Sunday ^.hwartz who has also closed her hlm 8undtt>' to Massachusetts where mouth. Mass
Alberta Sawyer and Iona Sawyer mo
ing Bowdoin and Beacon
an
ultimatum
ln
this
manner:
"To
Tolman .
tored to Portland Saturday to visit'
_ and
j resumes residence she »UI
tw0 weeks
Streets. Modem and up-tofor a visit.
summer -home
you lt is commanded, O people, na
Mrs. Annie Webber of Rockland and
relatives and friends.
date. A variety of foods
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- in winter Hill, Mass.
Mrs- Lillian Vannah has moved to
GROSS NECK
tions and languages, that at what time
moderately priced.
Mrs. Chester Marshall of Port Clyde ward Coombs were the latter's parMr. and Mrs. Charles Harding, on
Mr an<i Mrs P. E Burkett passed the Storer house on Friendship street,
ye hear the sound of the cornet, etc.,
visited Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. ents Mr and Mrs. Edward Skillings an enjoyable weekend with Mr. and
a motor trip down east stopped Sun
Mr
and
Mrs.
Harvey
Simmons
and
Mrs. Lura Winslow ls guest of relaye fall down and worship. And whoso
EUROPEAN PLAN RATES
E H. Perry.
day at Winter Harbor and other
Woodrow Simmons were Rockland
and sister Miss Madeline Skillings of Mrs Franz Burkett in Portland and lives In Bangor.
falleth not down and worshlpeth, shall
places
’
visitors
Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pratt of Nor- j Mrs EUje Thomas, Mrs. Gracia
Miss Mabel Oxton is having her Portland.
Rooms without bath
the same hour be cast into the midst
Mrs. Jennie Harding spent a few
house shingled.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Rines of of a burning fiery furnace.”
Miss Helen Rines. R. N.. of New way. They were also guests Monday HUU Mrs DeUa
Mrs. Edith
$2.00 Up
days at Gott's Island recently.
Gilchrist Dooley and Capt. Melvin Whitefield. N. H.. are visiting Mrs.
J. L. Tolman. daughters Josephine York is visiting at John A. Rines' of friends In Rumford.
Now Shadrack. Meshach, and AbedRooms
with
bath
A
county-wide
exchange
of
minis’
j Russell Beckwith and Berry Gould Gilchrist of St. Oeorge have been i Rines' brother, Harry W Creamer,
and Mary with Mr. and Mrs. Leroy home.
nego did not subscribe to the New
$3.00 Up
visitors at the home ot Mrs. Florence | Frank Simmons has been recent Deal, so the King sent for them and ters will be made next Sunday ln the '
Clark of Thomaston passed Saturday
Clarence Tolman and Austin Wiley are on a hunting trip ln Canaan.
various churches
Rev. Clarence
guest
of
Leander
Gross
at
North
Wal

moved
buildings
Monday
with
their
Mrs.
Thelma
Esancy
of
Rockland
genian.
in Medford.
_____ _________ _ ___
put the question up to them, and they
Emery of Hancock will preach In thc
Special rates for
dcboro.
There has been no school since Tues- ' teams for Leland Boggs and Joseph recently visited her parents. Mr and
said, "Nay. O King, we do not believe
Claude Fitch and William Labe
permanent occupancy
Tremont Church
Mrs. Eldora Oross was in Port Clyde
day as Miss Whitney has been attend- oiaude,
Mrs Burleigh Esancy.
are painting a residence ln Vassal
in the Now Deal, and will go to the
Mrs. Ida Dix has returned to Port
Sunday on a visit.
Prank Watts has employment in boro.
ing the Teachers Convention in , Miss Almeda Sidelinger of Noblefurnace." There was no Supreme
land after spending the summer here.
Recent
visitors
at
the
home
of
Mr.
Lincolnville.
The record of attendance for the
Bangor.
boro was guest Sunday at L. L
Court to which they could appeal. The
and Mrs. Ralph Eugley were Mrs El
Shirley Kelley Is at home from
The American Legion held Its In
Miss Jane Bronkie is visiting ln Manks'.
past six weeks of the West Waldo
King was peeved aud commanded that
bridge
Stover,
Miss
Rena
Stover
of
Machias
where he has been employed
Mr and Mrs. Leland Orff and | stalla'lon Tuesday night,
boro School. Miss Agnes L. Creamer,
they should heat one furnace seven
Boston.
Boothbay and Ttlson Collamore of
for some time.
daughter
Elsa
of
North
Waldoboro
j
Mrs.
Bernice
Payson
has
been
sub
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Carroll ob
teacher, ls here given: Those not
times hotter than it was wont to be,
ran^jng period Janet Broad Cove.
served their 50th wedding anniversary were at J. L Flanders' home Sunday , stituting ln the telephone office for &bsent jQr
and that they should be cast. BhadMr.
and
Mrs.
James
Trank
and
on a visit.
j M155 Clemmie Robbins, whoatten ed OrindJe
Qrade g.
Wlnslow
Wednesday, entertaining that evening
rach, Meshach. and Abed-nego, Into
The Social Club met recently at the Rebekah Assembly in
r an . Addison Winchenbach, Roger Prior, children of Broad Cove have been It. And was lt hot! Daniel 3-22.
their son, Jesse Carroll and family,
callers
at
Prank
8immons'
home.
The season's second mee ing o
Waltz urban Bomeman,
also their daughter, Mrs. Vesper Hall the Reck Schoolhouse with eleven
Therefore, because the King's com
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley and Mrs
members
and
three
visitors
present.
Woman's
Community
Clu
was
r
Joyce
puzgerald,
grade 6; Flossie
and her famlly.
mandment was urgent, and the furRATES:
Irvine
Genthner
and
children
of
On the program were: Readings Mrs cently held In the club rooms wt
Giroux, grade 4; Alton Genthner.
Broad Cove were Friendship visitors nace exceedingly hot, the flame of the
J,nqle
to Your hotel in BOSTON
u.Tntir. Mrs Oeoreia Mank. I members present. Mrs Avis Ntc
is. Russe]1 wlnchenbach Marie Wa)tz,
Sunday.
j flre slew those men that 10011 “P
Onibie b*-*** 4 IT
NORTH HAVEN
chairman
of
the
program
committee
piano solo. Mrs. Edna White; read
Ernest
Fitzgerald,
grade
3;
Ruth
Mrs Harvey
Harvey Simmons
Simmons recently
recentlyi oiihuiuch
Shadrach.
on tntererting paper on --------- ----------’------- -----' ------- 1 Mrs
, Meshach and Atoed-nego
All AOOMS WITH |ATN
ings. Mrs. Lizzie Waltz and Mrs ••SOBSave Our Soil." which proved Johnson and Mar*uerite Soule^grade | vUlted Mrs Oranvill€ Oross of Dulch But the trio fell bound Into the burn500 Rooms
An important meeting of the
Special w«<U, mUi
I
Hilda Miller.
Refreshments were
2; Jesse Johnson, grade 1; Gideon
ing
fiery
furnace,
and
when
they
were
Knights of Pythias will be held at the
I
Neck.
enlightening
served by Miss Bertha Storer The__
_ _____ _ as to the effects of soil
RADIO
Lewis Stover of Boothbay has been not consumed, the King was
rooms Tuesday at 7.30. It ls hoped all next meeting will be with Mrs Lizzie; erOsian in this country and control Winchenbach. grade 4. Absent onehalf day. James Winchenbach. grade at the home of his sister, Mrs. Ralph “astonied" and thought someone
SERVIDOR
members will be present.
Waltz
•
j measures. Mrs Lena Heald was ad5; Joan Vannah and Kenneth Waltz ■ Eugley for a visit.
TUB ’-.SHOWER
put one over on him, but he was as
Mrs. W. L Smith and son Irving of mitted to membership. Mrs Annie
Mr. and Mis. O. D. Lermond left
Gradel. Absent only one day, Mer
sured
that
they
went
into
the
fur

Monday for Sarasota, Fla., where they Portland were guests of her parents. Butler. Mrs. Lottie Gleason and Mrs
MANQER
rill Standish grade 8; Celestlna Well
Por a gay Halloween, a delicious nace, and when they came out un
will pass the winter. They were ac Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders last week, Sadie Lenfest were hostesses.
man Gradner Gross. Isabel Giroux, one pint Ice Cream Cake made of scorched. the King had to back down
companied by Jetson Dyer.
• » • •
They returned with Mr. Smith and
« NORTH STATION
grade 5; George Soule, grade 4; Jack Pro-Joy Butter Pecan Ice Cream, four nnd appointed the trio on a Commis
High School Notes
*4 JT£P-/raaiya«. TRAIN-ROOM'
Anyone who would like back num Ralph Flanders who visited there
Mills, grade 1.
large servings. 35c, at your nearby Ice sion to Regulate the Heat of Fur
bers oi magazines such as Geographic, I Sunday.
Those receiving a rank of 90 or
A remarkably fine program of pic cream dealer.—adv.
129-130
naces in Babylon. Virtue ls Its own
Ivan Scott, enroute to Aroostook above in all subjects were: Seniors. tures is scheduled lor next week at
St. Nicholas. Ladles Home Journal
reward.
and others, may communicate with with a truck load of apples, was in Isabel Abbott. Phyllis Hannan. Char Star Theatre. Tuesday comes one of
Somerville, Mass., Oct. 23.
collision with a car at Lincolnville, lotte Robbins, Esther Robbins; the season's most popular hits
Mr. Huse.
The looal teachers attended the the other machine damaging his truck Juniors, Virginia Howe. Beatrice Rich, J "Annapolis Farewell,” a heart-grip
CRIEHAVEN
State Convention ln Bangor this week. and necessitating a delay of three sophomores. Katherine Chandler. ping tale o( the great naval academy
FLORIDA
days
for
repairs.
Edna
Carver.
Susan
Abbott,
Eleanor
with comedy, romance and a tragic
Miriam Gillis and Elsie Gillis will
Lois Prior has been attending the
Oleason. Muriel Hannan. D. Powell. lesson combined to make a truly
sing next Sunday night at the church.
Teachers Convention at Bangor.
TUESDAY, OCT. 29
Eleanor Simmons, Dorothy Young, memorable story. Thursday brings a
The Sunday school meets Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. John AnderMbn were
WE BUY
Pauline Young; freshman, Bruno reusing comedy with the one and only
10 o'clock. There will be an adult
“Annapolis Farewell”
called Thursday to East Union owing
Joe E Brown ln the one role he loves
Aho.
class Worship with sermon at 11;
’with
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
to the serious Illness ot their daugh
A rank of 80 or above in all subjects above all others—baseball. Saturday
Clarence E. Daniels
singing by the young ladles' choir.
SIR GUY STANDING
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
ter,
Mrs.
Fred
Spear,
who
has
pneu

JEWELER
was received by: Seniors. David Car- comes the historic adventure novel
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Evening service at 7.30 with address
and ROSALIND KEITH
379 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND roll Edmund Harding, Annie Hart.
monia.
I "The Virginian," a story so fine and
by the pastor and special music.
78-tf
John Anderson recently picked
June to
James McEdward. Monda Rolfe; abjy
that the English classes !
THURSDAY, OCT. 31
October
green corn from Allan Young's
Booklet
juniors, Henry Simmons, Hope Bow- in Rockland High were asked by their
garden
while
visiting
hls
daughter
ley, Muriel Butler, Dorothy Esancy,' teachers to attend Its recent presen
“ALIBI IKE”
on
Hotel
Helen Spear at East Union.
Application
with the one and only
Madeline Oordon, Donald McEd tation at Park Theatre. The picture
Maselynn
JOE E. BROWN
Harold Anderson went to Rockland
ward, Shirley Morton. Elvie Ruitta. gives Gary Cooper what Is probably
Stamford
REMOVES
Monday on the lighter Atlas.
Del. Co.
Marion Alley; sophomores, Ariel Dan his best role in a long series of sucComer
Second
Street
H. H. Maae
N. Y.
forth,
Elmer
Goff,
Fred
Hastings,
SATURDAY,
OCT.
2
A
surprise
birthday
party
was
given
|
cesses.
And other rectal diseases
Manager
and First Avenue
Ruth Hcwe, Alfreda Young, Kenneth
recently to Mrs. Ellen Mitchell at her
“The Virginian”
Treated Without Pain
Don't worry if your clothes
Moderate Rates
Alley; fresh, Burnell Farris. Lea
home, many presents being received
become mildewed.
Cote's
Featuring GARY COOPER
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
or
Loss
of
Time
Pransen, Alice Sayr, Agnes Lermond,
by
Mrs.
Mitchell.
Refreshments
were
Magic Water is the finest
Helen Mitchell, Gertrude Rolfe, Mil
served and a happy evening passed.
thing you ever used for
Comedy and News Tues., A Thurs.
taking out mildew—with
dred Smith, Lawrence Steele, Lillian
Yield quicker to the
Those
preset.: were Agnes Simpson,
March of Time and Comedy Sat.
out injury to the fabric.
luce-Vapor action of
Williams.
Sandra Tupper, Oladys Wilson,
Western Electric Wide Range
TEL.
1971
For sale at all Grocers.
The classes have elected these offi
Sound
Cecilia Young and Elizabeth Ander
33 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
Beware of Imitations.
129-130
cers: Seniors—President, Janies Me1278U
son.

L

5b

57

L

Maureen O’Sullivan and Norman Foster
in “The Bishop Misbehaves"

THE SAUNTERER

HOTEL
BELLEVUE

BOSTON

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

THEATRE

STAR Waldoboro

F

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel

OLD GOLD

HOTEL

MAGIC

WATER

GRALYNN

PILES

MILDEW

DR. JAMES KENT

est Colds

V!8SS
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THOMASTON

Personal

William Olllchrest and family have
returned from Stone's Point to their
home on Main street.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Here are the Season's smartest Greetings, Quaintly
old fashioned—gaily sophisticated—cleverly indi
vidual—printed with your Name and for less than
you would pay for Cards without printing—

POSTAGE
lOt EXTRA

All One Style

Including Name on Cards and 50 Plain Envelopes
to match

Popular folder style Greetings with verse and Name
printed on the inside in the crafty Wood Block style
lettering.

Order your PERSONAL CHRISTMAS
CARDS NOW!
No orders taken after December 10

Call in and see these samples
e do not send samples by mail

THE COURIER GAZETTE
Carl Bergstrom and son Teddy of
Melrose. Mass., leave today fcr a visit
William Newbert has returned to with Mrs Carl Young at Matinicus
(New Ycrk cilv alter a visit with his
Officers of Harbor Light Chapter.
' father Jacob Newbert During his CEB are requested to meet at Ma
stay, they enjoy ed a gunning trip to sonic hall Tuesday at 7 30 p. m for
Liberty.
rehearsal.
•
Mrs. F J. LaChance and daughter
Mr and Mrs Thornton Havener
Helen have returned to Melrose and Mrs. Gertrude Havener returned
Mass., having been guests for a few Tuesday from a motor trip to the ’
days at the home of Mrs Minnie White Mountains and Canada
Crosier
Mr and Mrs Maynard C Ingra
Miss Annie Richards is visiting her ham leave today for a visit with her
sister Mrs Jason Thurston at Mil parents. Mr and Mrs. Charles Ever
ett at Waltham. Mass
ton Mills N H for two weeks.
Mrs Ethel York spen: Thursday in
Mr. and Mrs Alvir. Dickey who have
Bangor,
making the trip with Mr and
been visiting Mrs Sarah Prince for
Mrs Thornton Havener of Ports
two weeks have returned to Massa
mouth who are visiting his mother
chusetts.
Mrs. Rtbert B. Magune left this Mrs. Oertrude Havener.
Mrs. Arthur Walker is reported as
week for a three-weeks' visit with
relatives and friends in Malden. Wcr- improving from her recent illness.
A large number of members of the
cester and Boston
The annual installation of officers of , Rcckpcrt Farm Bureau attended the
J Knox-Lincoln County meeting at j
St. Paul's Lodge. F <S:A.M will take
I Camden Thursday ar.d reported the 1
place Monday al b o'clock with Rt.
program entertaining and instructive
Wor Leroy A Chatto of Rockland as
Miss Annie Russell who has bsen a
Installing officer. The affair will be
patient at Knox Ho-pital the pas',
semi-private, with the wives of Mas
month, left yesterday for Philadelter Masons, and Harbcr Light Chap
i phia enreute to Winter Park Fla
ter OTS. as guests. A dance will
[ where she will spend the winter
follow the installation and refresh
Rev. O F Currier and family have
ments will be served.
J been guests fcr three days of relatives
Mr. and Mrs Charles Lane Sr. and ) at Brewer and Corinna.
daughter Beatrice and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lane Jr., and daughter Ma
Gonia's removal sale will open to
rion are spending the weekend with
day Every article in his present store
relatives ln Boston and Edgartown.
in The Bicknell will be sold regard
Mass
Mrs. Etta Carter of Brooklyn is less of cost. An ideal time to get your
Buy
visiting Mrs Anna Trim for two Christmas gifts at low ccst
wallpaper now to use later —adv.
weeks.

ROCKPORT

The Trytohelp Club will hold a Hal
loween party Monday evening at the
home of Mrs Ray Eastcn.
Mrs Ralph Blakely and guests Mrs.

\Ktod
''Buy
A Home
the CLASSIFIED '

r\
H/Z ;

//

Please Send It Quickly"

"We’re scraping the bin lo get enough
coal to keep the fire until your truck

.

arrives.

//

"D&H Cone-Cleaned Anthracite, of
course. You were right in saying that
it’s the finest Anthracite on the
market. It gives more heat than any
fuel we have ever burned."

the Reason — The New

Ever since

CONE-CLEAN I

7

r«a? j

OVES

Robert Clark of Union, a native of
this town, who for several years lived
on Beecliwoods street, was in town a
few days this week
<3
Myron Benner received the R15 given
Wednesday at Park Theatre. Rock
land
The Friendly Club was entertained
Wednesday evening at the home of
Mrs. Helen Dana Semi-annual elec
tion ef officers had these results: Miss
Jessie Stewart, president: Mrs Oeorge
Cross, vice president; Miss June
Henry, secretary; Mrs.Edith Richards
treasurer Refreshment* were served
by Mrs Dana. Vera Feyler and Mrs
Nina Leach. A pleasant evening was
spent in sewing, knitting and sing
ing.
Michael Bartlett, Edith Fellows and Claudette Colbert in
Willis Spear and family are passing
the weekend at their cottage at Haw
"She Married Her Boss”
thorn's Point.
Gwendolyn, a rabbit. I» ImmorUliiid In tong by these three jolly members
Colby Wood of the commercial de
of the cast of “She Married Her Boss." Edith Fellows, the young lady at the
partment of the local High School
toy piano, composed the ditty: Claudette Colbert and Michael Bartlett are
went to Ellsworth Wednesday to visit
helping her along wllh the singing of it.—adv.
his parents. Mr and Mrs James Woof.
Oscar H Crie and son Oordon. Mrs.
The anthem will be. "Rejoice. Give
VINALHAVEN
John Campbell of South Hope, with
Thanks." by Holton
Bible study
Eugene Lamb of Rockland are on a
service at 7. subject. "The RellgicJ.
Mother and Daughter Club met
hunting trip this week at Dead R'ver
Experience of St. Paul."
Wednesday
at The Wigwam Shore
and are guests of Mrs Mattie Camp
Miss Beth Washburn Ha* returned Acres
bell.
from a few days' visit in Boston.
W. Y. Fossett went Wednesday to
Mr and Mrs Maynard 8haw and
Mrs Addie Oulld hare closed her Boston
daughter of Portland were recent
house and is in Portland for thc j
guests of Mr and Mrs H B Shaw,
Mr and Mrs Verne Hamlin left
' winter. She was acompanied to j
Thursday fcr North Carolina
Mrs Robert Mayo and daughters
that city by her sister. Mrs. Eva
Margaret and Roberta are visiting Mr
Charles Robertson went Thursday
Demuth of Rockport.
and Mrs Barclay Burgess in Ells
Mr. and Mrs Charles Stillings and I to Buffalo. N Y.
worth.
Mrs. Ella Ames. Mrs. Carl Ames and
son-in-law. Charles Coburn, all oi
Capt. and Mr.' Alton Chadwick have
Wakefield. Mass. spent last weekend C M F Ames were Rockland visitors
returned from a visit to Leeds.
at the Shaw cottage in Olenmere, anc Thursday
Harris Shaw of Boston was a recent
Mr and Mrs. L. W Lane arc in
were overnight guests of Mr and Mrs.
guest of his parents. Mr and Mrs H
Boston on a business trip
H. B Shaw.
B Shaw, returning Wednesday
The annual inspection ot Fales Cir The T F Class with Miss Phyllis
Mrs Ellis Young of this town. Mrs
cle. Ladies of the O AJ*. was held Black, chaperone are camping at the
Nellie Patch of Friendship and Mrs
Wednesday night at the home of Mrs Frank Brown Farm
Beatrice Cross of Rockland were re
Susie Newbert A card party was en A special meeting of Moses Webster
cent guests of Mrs Pauline MacWiljoyed in the afternoon and supper Lodge, was held Wednesday night,
liams in Rockland Bridge was en
served at 6 Prizes were aw arded Mary featuring re-dedication and re-con
joyed and prizes awarded Mrs Cross.
Hanly. Roxy Whitehouse of Camden secration of Masonic principles
Mrs Patch and Mrs Young.
Ethel Pettee of Belfast. Rose Smith
David Roberts. James Calder and
Mr and Mrs. Richard Chase and
of Camden and Conrad Philbrick of Joseph Patrick have employment in
(laughter Rhoda who have beer, spendRockland Those present from out of Milford. N H
mg the summer on Monhegan. were
town were Dept. President Mrs. Nich Mrs Sadie Robbins has returned
at "The Elms" enroute to their home ols of Belfast. Past President Mrs
from Rcckland.
in New Bedford. Mass.
Russell of Belfast. Mrs Whitcomb.
Mr. and Mrs E. C McIntosh went
Mrs. Arthur Pillsbury returned
Mrs. Pettee. Mrs. Frcst. all of Belfast;
to Wollaston. Mass yesterday
Tuesday from Reading Mass., where
Dept President Mrs Lillian Lincoln
Mrs Angus Hennigar has returned
for thc past two weeks she has been of Camden Past President Margaret
visiting her brother, Arthur Lenfest. Robbins: others were Rose South. from Rockland
Mrs. Herbert White of Brookline, Dora Bridges. Rcxy Whitehouse and
Mrs. Jchn Chilles entertained thc
Mass . is visiting her aunt. Miss M J. Mrs. Dunbar Mrs Newbert proved a Joily Eight at her home Thursday.
Watts.
fine hostess ar.d an enjoyable after Quests at Ihc Miller House the past
Mrs. Bertha Frcst entertained mem noon and evening were passed Those week were: Fred Haining. Dr. Walter
bers of the Pythian order Thursday present from this town were Oeorgie Conley. Dr. C. E. Thurlow of Rock
night at the home of her sister. Mrs Robinson. Cora Currier and Mar/ land. Mr. and Mrs M. E. Marsh of
Orry Frost. Cards were played and
North Berwick and Oeorge Bitgood of
Hanly.
refreshments served.
Province
town. Mass
Mrs Arthur Kalloch is recovering
Miss Thirza MoQuarne is visiting
A social will be held at the Latter
slowly from the effects of a bad fall
her sister Mrs Maynard Brazier in
which she sustained about a month Day Saint3 Church Oct. 31 at 7
Portland.
o'clock. The pregram will include
ago.
Mrs. Edith Harris is spending a few
sketches tableaux, recitations, comic
weeks with her father at Glenmere
Gonia's removal sale will open to- readings and special music. This will
The Federated Church and Sunday
, day. Every article in his present store be followed by a visit to Patrick
school will meet next Sunday in the
in The Bicknell will be sold regard Henry's Tomb, the Haunted House
Methodist Church Sunday school at
less of cost. An ideal time to get your and Spooky View Cemetery Fortunes
9 45 a. m.; morning service at 11, sub
Christmas gifts at low' cost. Buy will be told at the witch s house in
ject. "Recognizing the Unknown."
the woods A small admission fee will
wallpaper now to use later.—adv.
be charged
Mildred Robinson. Ethel Turner.
For a gay Halloween, a delicious
one pint Ice Cream Cake made ot Lue Yeung went to Rockland last
Fro-Joy Butter Pecan Ice Cream, four Thursday.
Mrs Berton Lawry. Mrs Herman
large servings. 25c. at your nearby ice
Holbrook and Mrs Maland Ames of
cream dealer.—adv.
129-130
Stratham. N. H. were dinner guests
Wednesday of Mr and Mrs. Oeorge
CRIEHAVEN
Williams at Green's Island. Mr. and
Mrs. Ruth Ouptlll and daughter Mrs. Lawry were given a surprise
Vera are visiting in Rockland for a party Tuesday night, the occasion
celebrating their 35th wedding an
few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Siraphmo Pallazola niversary. Those present were Mr.
are spending the tfinter At Cape May. and Mrs George Lawry, Mr and Mrs.
Herman Holbrook. Mrs. Henry New
N. J.
Mr and Mrs Scott Simpson have bert. Mrs Addie Burdeen. Miss Viola
entered upon housekeeping at Honey Conray of Rockland and Mrs. Maland
Ames of Stratham. Sociability was
Suckle cottage.
enjoyed and Mr. and Mrs. Lawry
received gifts in the form of a towel
FRIENDSHIP
shower. Refreshments were served.
• • • •
Capt. and Mrs. Orrin Bums,
daughter Dorothy and Fessenden
Quinn-Beckman
Winchenpaw recently motored to Au Hie home of Mr. and Mrs. Sigvard
gusta for a days visit.
Beckman was the scene of a pretty
Mrs. Ralph Davis of Rockland has
wedding Thursday, at 1 o'clock when
been guest of her sister. ‘Mrs. Lizzie
their daughter. Edith Una Beckman
Thompson
Mr and Mrs Roy Winchenpaw. was united in marriage to James O.
daughter Betty and Oeorgianna Quinn. Rev. N. F Atwood, pastor of
Winchenpaw dined recently with Mr Union Church officiated, the single
and Mrs. Ellis Lawry at their Forest ring service being used.
The bride is a graduate of Vinal
Lake cottage.
Wardell MacFarland Is employed haven High School, class'of 1928. and
by Bert Murphy.
later was graduated as nurse from the
Miss Rachel Stetson and Leonard Maine Oeg.ral Hospital, Portland.
Stetson has been visiting relatives She is also a member of Union
in Thomaston.
Church choir The groom, the son of
Capt. and Mrs. Perley Lawry of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Quinn of Eagle,
South Portland were recent guests attended Camden High School and Is
of the formers mother. Mrs. employed as assistant postmaster at
Charlena Lawry.
Eagle. The bridal couple were at
The annual meeting of the Knox- tended by Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Ames.
Lincoln Farm Bureau held Thurs • Mrs. Ames is a cousin of the bride).
day in Camden was attended by 30
The bride's gown was white tulle
from this community.
and she carried a corsage bouquet
Mrs. tfucia Morton and son Albert Mrs. Ames wore pink crepe with blue
were visitors last weekend at their trimmings and carried flowers. A
home here.
wedding dinner was served the bridal
Capt. Orrin Burns made a business party and members of the immediate
trip Tuesday to Vinalhaven in his families. Mr. and Mrs. Quinn were
smack.
recipients of many beautiful gifts.
Mrs. Agnes Winchenpaw and Mrs.
After the ceremony, the newly
Carrie MacFarland were supper married couple left for Eagle, where
guest. Wednesday of Mrs. Redman they will make their home. They

ALL IMPURITIES

Walter

P.

at her summer home at Pavls point. have best wishes of many friends,

name bark

in

LEGITTS CREEK no-alate anthracite.
Pocahontas lumpy soft coal: fitted hard
and soft wood. J B. PAULSEN Tel
Thomaston 84-2
______ 120*l23tf

LOST AND FOUND

1924. and with It

FOR SALE

PARKER Gun D H E
(trade, also
Winchester 30-00: Marble (lame (letter
All A-l condition. 11 W HALL. 78 Park
St______________________________ 129*137

Chrysler

brought out the first car bearing his

M, B. A C. 0. PERKY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Advertlaenwnte In tbu column not to
aioced three line* Inserted once for 23
eente. three timee for 30 cents. Addi
tional llnei five cents each for one time.
10 cents for three times. Blx words
make e I Me

E. O. Philbrook & Son Show
Plymouth

Mrs. James Felt and daughter Mar
garet of New Jersey are visiting Mrs.
Felt's sister.‘Mrs Lizsie Monaghan, at
Clark Island.

Twenty-seven styles to choose from

50 CARDS

STARTS SUNDAY AT THE STRAND

jn Everybody’s Column I *

why Chrysler leads

I

MCINTOSH apples tl a bushel Snowt

cents a bushel MALCOLM HANNAN
scrapped most of the engineering tra
BLACK female cat lost, white breast 75
128*130
feet__ Reward MRS J CORNER 22 Union. Me No. Warren Rd
ditions of the industry, tbe public has and
BREWSTER. St. Tel 670
129*131
WHY NOT buy your lumber direct
looked to Chrysler for advanced engi ] BROWN pocketbook lost Thursday. from thc manufacturer and save) Also
tf returned to owner. Name In- wood at the mill from 81 up. Delivery
neering. '"The best things first" has I Reward
side or TEL 899-J
129*lt extra. L. A PACKARD, RFD.. Thom
aston___________________ *______ 118-131
become the company's watchword and
NOTICE la hereby given of thc loss of
LARGE wood lot and two large
deposit books numbered 1429 1489 1923
it has been lived up to consistently
812 and the owners of said books ask for lumber lots lor sale FRED A. STAR
129*134
For this reason, the public is await duplicates In accordance with the pro RETT. Warren, Me Tel 14-12
visions of the State Law SECURITY
BUILDINO for aale suitable for
ing the announcement of the Chrys TRUST CO Union Branch By EN8ION garage
at 8 Roxbury St Tel 26-2 Thomasler 1936 line ln the belief that it will OTIS, Receiver________________ 129-8-133 ton or Tel 66 Rockland_________ 128*130
NOTICE la hereby given of the loss of
FORD
tudor sedan for sale 4
again contain some startling news. deposit book numbered 29136 and the new tires, 1931
mileage 15.000. price right Tel
owner
of
sold
book
oaks
for
duplicate
84-2 Thomaston
_____________ 128*130
Pull details of the 1936 Chrysler must
In accordance with the provision of the
OOOD cook stove for sale 83; better
await the formal announcement but State Law ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
one.
$10:
also
parlor
stove. C E GROTBY EDWARD J HELUER Treasurer
it is no secret that this company has Rockland. Maine Oct 12. 1935 123*3-129 TON. 138 Camden St Tel 1214-M.
129-131
again lived up to its reputation as a
HONEY for sole CHARLES WINCHEN
pioneer and that the new cars will In
BACH. 13 Beechwood St. Thomaston
1
129-131
clude a number of exclusive features
CABBAGE for sale In 50 or 100 Ih lot ■
that insure improved performance,
at 1'jC lb delivered. H B SHAW 7
Pine St., Thomaston. Tel. 35-11
greater luxury and an added measure
MAID wanted at once with cooking _________________________________ 129*131
of safety.
L R Brewster farm and farming tools
experience: small family APPLY 113
for aale 40 acres of blueberry land,
The success of the Chrysler auto Summer Bt._____________________ 127-129 aeveral
hundred cord of wood. 20 acres
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for family of of fields Tel. Thomaston. 84-2. 128*130
matic overdrive In the Airflow line man
and two boys ARTHUR G ST.
ONE cow. 3 heifers, rifles, for sale or
made it inevitable that Chrysler would CLAIR. 17 Trinity 8t____________ 129* 131
trade for Buckeye or Newton broodwanted as house keeper will
eventually extend this feature to the forPOSITION
era and Incubators CHAS. O ERICK
elderly couple or elderly man good SON. Warrell Maine R D 1 Box 98
lower-priced cars tn the line. It is references MARY E GARDNER Tenants __________________________________ 129*11
j Harbor Box 34_________________ 128*130
understood that this has been achieved
MAN'S Russian dog fur coat for sale
POSITION wanted to work board on
used Very Reasonably priced.
and that the overdrive is to be had farm; good milker WILLIAM M COT- Slightly
MELVIN CLINE Spruce Head. Tel 58-21
128*150
in the Chrysler Six and DeLuxe Eight ' TON Clarry Hill. Union_________129*131
PSITION oa mother's helper wanted
PIUS and shoata 14 and 15. four cows
at a slight extra cost. The value of ! by graduate of Rockland High 1935 Ap giving
milk, and odd ox 6 ft 10 In C.
M BURGESS Union. Tel 6-4
129*131
the overdrive has been so thoroui’hly ply A W WHITE Owls Head. Maine
129*131
OREEN
hard wood for sale :7 a card,
demonstrated ln the last two yars
POSITION wanted by middle aged fitted. VICTOR C. GRINDLE. 105 New
to care for Invalid or as a house County Rd Tel, 314-J___________ 127*129
that its application to smaller and woman
keeper Apply R 8 White. Owls Head.
HAROLD-OAK parlor stove for sale;
129*131
lower-priced cars can hardly be over ___________
Edison phonograph with records Tel.
WASHINGS wanted to do at my houae , 11B7-W FRANK GARDNER. 204 Rankin
estimated.
washing and Ironing well and reasonably '
127*129
The original Chrysler was a six- . done MRS WALTER KALER 25 Orange I St.
HOU8E at 3 Gleason St Thomaston,
St_______________________________ 128*130
cylinder car offered ln six. body styles.
for sale. Apply at 11 OLEASON ST
POSITION as chet or order rook want
Por the first year the four-cylinder ed Best ot reference*. HORACE PcJIRY. _________ _____________________ 127*129
FIVE cows one good work horse,
_______*tf I
n arket was suypffed by the Maxwell I Orace St.. City.
weight 1450. 200 laying pullets. 15 cord
WE will buy Native Cranberries, clean 4 ft. hard wood, on state road or de
car, which had been greatly improved and good color. ROCKLAND PRODUCE livered MURDICK W CREAMER Tel.
under Mr. Chrysler’s dlrec''on. Id Co______________________________ 128-130 j 8-2 Washington Me______________127-129
SMALL farm or farm land within 4
NICE fresh Sauer Kraut pickle 40c a
1925, the Maxwell name was discon miles of Rockland Write "FARM " rare
gal at home Delivered In Rockland 50c.
127*129 j packed for shipment toy Express 91. L A.
tinued and the Chrysler Four offered The Courier-Gazette.
DEAN. Tel 671-J. Rockland
126-131
to the public. Three years later the
8CALLOP gear for sole, complete wil
E
O.
Philbrook
&
8on.
632
Main
street.
newly organized Plymouth division
three drags Second hand warp Pn
124-1:
took over the Jour-cylinder produc Rockland. Tbe 1936 Plymouth Is al- 9100. K L QUINN. Eagle. Mr
10 000 ft. of pine board* for sale 820
'
ready
on
display
—
adv.
tion of Chrysler, this car subsequently

WANTED

becoming a six.
Chrysler -waited until 1930 to enter
the eight-cylinder field
This’ was
considerably later than several other
manufacturers but Chrysler engineers
were not content to announce an eight
until they were sure that all the
"bugs" had been eliminated from this
type of engine. With the advent ot
the eight, the six-cylinder car was
discontinued to take care of the lowerpriced field Chrysler was one of the
first manufacturers to produce an
eight selling for under J1900 one
model of the 1933 line listing at $895
f. o. b. Detroit.
In 1931. nesting Power, a type of
rubber engine mounting ln which the
engine is permitted to revolve on its
own center of mass, was introduced
in the Plymouth car. This feature in
sulated the body of the car against
all power tremors and produced a
smoothness previously unapproached
in a four-cylinder car. So successful
was Floating Power ln a four-cylinder
engine that the next year tt was ex
tended to all Chrysler engines. It
continues to be one of the most im
portant features of the entire Chrys
ler line.
Following close on the heels of
Floating Power came automatic clutch,
all-sllcnt
transmission centrifusc
brake drums and alloy valve seat in
serts.
Now the word has gone out that
Chrysler is going to make "good cars
very much better." As one of the ex
ecutive staff expressed it. “In thc 1936
line the entire Chrysler engineering
staff is in full accord on every detail
of design. When It is possible to get
a large group of engineering geniuses
to agree on anything, no higher praise
could be imagined."
Chrysler and Plymouth are sold by

In mill yard. 125 planed and delivered.
Soft wood 86 delivered Hard Wood
limbs 87 delivered, alto Cord, fitted
and Junk wood 86 00-7 00 at farm Tel.
CAMDEN
43-11 or write M W PAYSON. Warren.
Me_______________ 124-129
Mrs. Rose Snii’h will be hostess to [ ALL kind* dry wood, fitted tt) Lumber
918 to 830 per M T J CARROLL Tel.
the Pythian Sisters beano party 283-21 Rockland
115-tf

Thun lay evening at her home on
Mechanic Greet.
Several members of the Joel Keyes
Orant Circle Ladies of thc O.AJt.
will attend Oct. 31. a reception to
their department president, Mrs
Lula Nichols, in Belfast.
Mr and Mrs. Archie Herrick have
gone to Cocoa. Fla , for the winter.
During their absence their house on
Belmont avenue will be occupied by
Mr and Mrs. Cecil Rodes
Mrs. Nerita Wight Is a surgical
patient at Community Hospital
Camden Lodge. Knights of Pythias
meets Monday evening.
'

Gonia's removal sale will open to
day. Every article in his present store
in The Bicknell will be sold regard
less of cost. An ideal time to get your
Christmas gifts at low cost
Buywallpaper now to use later —adv.

Legal Notice

♦
♦

TO LET

•t

[

!

DESIRABLE apartmennt to let 6 rooms
and bath. 104 NORTH MAIN St Tri
27-M
129-131
OFFICE for rent, heated VESPER A
LEACH 386 Mam St
126-tf
APARTMENT to let
unfurnished
central location, oil heat bath electrici
ty. garage MRS
ANNIE FRYE 14
Summer St______________'
129*131
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooms
with bath, heater garage and garden
Inquire 12 Knox St Tvl 156-W
127-lf
LARGE furnished room to let. at 28
Grace St MRS .TAMER HAU.
129*131
A 3 room furnished apartment to let
1st. floor. THOMPSON’S 16 Willow St
_________________________________ 128*130
SUNNY' five room, first floor apart
ment. with bath and sun parlor. Inquire
at Burdell's Dress Shop. Tel. 540 or
M M YOUNG, 84 Grace St
128*130
THREE room furnished apartment to
let with bath Also three or four room
apartment furnlahed
upstairs
with
bath Rent reasonable Apply RUTH L.
PERRY. 3 Oilchrest Street. Thomaston
Tel 12g-5___________ ___________ 127*129
SINGLE house 8 rooms, bath furnace
at 95 Park St. Apply to ELIZABETH
DONAHUE. 89 Park St.
127*129
ROOM with

kitchen

privileges to

let

for one person. CALL 1067-M
127-129
MODERN 7 room house to let at 27
Knox SS
Amesbury
street
Inquire
MRS
ELOYD
To the Honorable Justice of the
127*129
Superior Court next to be hold at Rock- BENNER Tel Thomaston 22
land In and for the County of Knox on
FOUR furnished rooms to let with
the second Tuesday of Februarv A D. bath MRS W S. KENNISTON 176 Main
1936
St Tel 874-W_____________________ 125-tf
Lena A Sargent of Rockland. County
FURNISHED apartments to let V F
of Knox and State of Maine, respect
fully represents and gives this Honor STUDLEY. 283 Main St Tel 1154
able Court to be Informed .that she was _______ _________________________ 124-tf
lawfully married to Fred L Sareent on
FOUR room unfurnished apartments
the 11th day of November 1909 at to let Excellent condition 83 and 83 50
Fltzwllllam ln the State of New Hamp weekly. Water paid Inquire 11 James St.
shire; that the present residence of her __________________________________ 124-tf
aald husband Is unknown to your libel
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, recently
lant and cannot be ascertained by
furnished or unfurnished, at
reasonable diligence; that subsequent renovated,
Spruce Read Plenty of firewood for the
to their said marriage they lived to cutting
Rent
reasonable TEL ROCK
gether as husband and wife In Clare
123*tf
mont. said State of New Hampshire, un LAND 793-W after 4 p m
til May. 1911; that your libellant has
FIVE room upstair tenement to let
always conducted herself toward her Flush, lights and shed 812 per month,
said husband as a faithful, true and water paid Tel 611-W or 1017-J. H B
affectionate wife; but that her said hus BARTER_________
121-tf
band. on the first day of March. 1914.
HOUSE with garage on Hill street.
and on divers other days and times be I near
Broadway.
Also
one
half
house
tween the date of said marriage and corner of Orove and Union Sts. Apply
the date of this libel, committed the J St
294 BROADWAY. Tel 104-M
118-tf
crime of adultery with a certain woman
FIVE room apartment with garage to
unknown «o your libellant; that her
said husband has been guilty of cruel let. ALICE FULLER 25 Linden St.
and abusive treatment and extreme
112-tf
cruelty toward your libellant; that her
said husband has contracted gross and
confirmed habits of Intoxication: that
her said husband, being of sufficient
ability and being able to labor and
provide for your libellant, has grossly,
wantonly
and
cruelly
refused
or
neglected to provide a suitable main
tenance for her. your said libellant;
KEYS’ KEYS? KEYS! Keys made to
that your said libellant has resided In order Keys made to fit all locks when
the State of Maine ln good faith for one original keys are lost. House, Office or
year next prior to the commencement Car. Code books provide keys for all
of these proceedings
locks without bother. Scissors and
Wherefore your libellant prays that Knives sharpened. Promnt service. Rea
the bonds of matrimony now existing sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
118-tf
between her and her said husband mav Main St Rock 1 and_ Tel 791
be dissolved by divorce, and that she
NOTICE
to
all
persons.
I
will
pay
may be allowed to resume her maiden bills contracted by my wife, Ruth no
E
name of Lena A Katon and as ln duty Rackliff. or any other person on or
bound will ever pray.
after this date of Oct 22. 1935 OSCAR
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this B. RACKLIFF, Rockland. Maine.
twenty-third day of October A D 1935 ___________ ________ ____________ 127*129
Lena A Sargent
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
Subscribed and sworn to before me
this twenty-third day of October. 1935 land Hair Store, 24 Elm 6t. Mall order*
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 319-J.
E C. Payson
118-tf
Justice of thc Peace ___________
STATE OF MAINE
IL 8 I
KNOX SS.
Cleric's Office. Superior Court, ln
Vacation
Rockland. October 24. A D 193S.
Upon the foregoing LIBEL. Ordered.
That the Libellant give notice to said
Fred L. Sargent to appear before our
Superior Court to be holdcn at Rock
land. within and for the County of
Knox on thc second Tuesday of February
A D 1936 by publishing an attested
copy of said Libel, and this order there
on. three weeks successively In The
Courier-Gazette a newspaper printed ln
Rockland In our County of Knox, the
To Ua Printing ia more than
last publication to be thirty days at
juat putting word* into typo.
least prior to said second Tuesday of
February next, that he may there and
It ia the creation of a work of art,
then In our said court appear and show
ba it a aimpla little announcement
cause. If any he have why the prayer
or an elaborate booklet.
Hence
of said Libellant ahould not be granted
Arthur Chapman
we take ail the pride of an artiat
.
Justice of the Superior Court
in hie craft, in each job; and that
A true copy of thc Libel and Order of
ie the aecret of the euperlative
thc Court the-eon
Attest; Milton M Oriffln. Clerk
quality of The Courier-Gazette
129-S-135
Printing.
STATE OF MAINE
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MISCELLANEOUS

HUNTING
PACS
Light Weijit!

Cushion Sole and Heel!
Will Not Snag!

Come in and see them

McLain Shoe Store
A Good Place To Buy Good
Footwear

432 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

better

*Bi00Aa

warn

rooms

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day

®SOC* ETY

OUR

In addition to personal notes regard-I Mrs. Herbert Curtis, Mrs. Carl E.
Ing departures and arrivals, this department especially desires information of1 Freeman and Mrs. Lewis Coltart won i

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

TULIP, HYACINTH

NARCISSUS BULBS

“SILSBY’S”

-------1
..in
-iwu ennnsr at ihs
Fred B. Sherman of Savannah. N
There will be circle supper at the
Y called here bv the death of his 1 Congregational vestry Wednesday
Y.. called here by tne death oi nis
•
r-h.,..,,.
niece. Miss Lilia Sherman, is visit‘
’
ing Mrs Nora Pendleton in Dark chairman.
Harbor and Mrs Evelyn Shernlan in
... ,.
The meeting of the Melhebcsec
““ CK?'
_____
’
! club Nov. 1 will be at the home of j

Mrs John G Snow and daughter
Nancy went to White River Junction.'
Vt.. Frldav to spend the weekend
with relatives
witn relatives. _____
,
Frank F. Trafton of the Steam-

Roger Vose. Roger Newhall. Clarence
Childs and Elmer Lufkin.

Mrs Ruth Ellingwood. who will be
Mrs Sarah Donohue um-A
and Mrs.
Geo.
B8s*stcd In entertaining by Mrs
h. wt«
I*hora Cooper. Members are asked “
V.
J®
b> “
to note change from printed pro Anna Donahue. Miss Beatrice Blngham MUs oertrude McEachren and
------------------*John McMahon of Somerville. Mass.

ship Melang who has been guest of
AN APPROACHING WEDDING
Mi and Mrs John O Snow for a
---------few days has returned to Bucksport Lrroy A. Black To W'od Physical
Instructor At Bancroft School
Miss Hazel Vasso is at Knox Hospitil convalescing from an appedlcltis
The redding of Miss Elizabeth
operation.
Flske Lee of Collingswood. N. J., and 1
Mrs. Jennie Bird who has been In
Trenton. N. J., with her daughter
Miss Madeline Bird now recovering
from a serious Illness Is expected
home Sunday.

Wheeler. Eleanor Harper, Priscilla
Ruth Nichols Marion Harvev
StaPlei Rulh Nlch<)U' Manon Harve>
Marlon Church. Charlotte Staples,
Donald Marriner. Oordon Richardson,

*'fre recently at the cottage of Miss
Anne Coughlin at Owl’s Head
Mr. and Mrs John O Stevens and
Mrs. Stanley C. Boynton motored to
Porll>Dd Thursday.

Mr and Mrs George Foster. Miss
Leroy A. Black ot this city will take Flora Pish and Mrs. Albert E. Averill
place at the Methodist Episcopal were ln Portland Monday.
church in Collingswood on Nov. 10
-------Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Whittemore ot
Their engagement was announced In QW
on
w#y homf frQm

tbe New Jersey papers several weeks 5Utt Teachers' Convention in Bangor
ago.
are weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs
Miss Dorothy Lee sister of the Carl H. Sonntag.
pride and Percy Blaisdell of this city '
■■■
wm attend the couple. After the i
SPraBuc gave a Halloween
ceremony a short honeymoon trip to j Party Thursday evening at her camp
Atlantic City Is planned and then at Spruce Head. Decorations were
thc couple wU1 makc thelr hom(z ln carried out ln a color scheme of
I orange and black, and red berries were
this city.
Miss Lee Is the daughter of Mr. aiso effectively used. Present were
and Mrs. Howard E. Lee of Collings Miss Irene Billado. Manuel Winchen
wood. She Is a graduate of the baugh. Mr and Mrs. Elmer Nelson.
„ Sargent School of Physical Educa- Roy Mank. Miss Mildred Moody.
Miss Frances Young is a guest of,
and
g B g
frQm Charles Higgins. Mr and Mrs. Dardy
lier grandparents. Mr and Mrs. Boston' University. Since leaving i Rackliffe and Miss Harriet Orover
Charles Young in Belfast.
school she has been employed as j In beano Mr Higgins and Mrs. Hack

Mr and Mrs. L. E. Jones and son
Edwin will attend thc DartmouthHarvard game in Cambridge today
This engagement is one of the red
letter events on the family calendar ;
------'
'
Mr and Mrs C B Carver and
Mrs. O. M Wotton have returned
from two weeks motor trip. They
visited In New Jersey. Washington,
D. C.. and Virginia.

A 6 PeterswTZri son Cobb have I PhJ’Ical Instructor at the Bancroft!
been In Boston for a few days
S^001 »nd
sum’
_____
mer at Owl's Head with that instltuChapin Class meets Tuesday eve-1 tion.
Mr Black is well known In this
ning at the home of Miss Ellen J
section. He is the son of Mr. and
Cochran.
Mrs. George Black of Sweetland
Mr. and Mrs. Husc N Tibbetts and street and a graduate of thc local
son Lynn Edward, of Houlton, mo High ScMool. Kents Hill Seminary
tored from Bangor where they were and attended Springfield College for
at the State Teachers Convention a short while. He won high athletic
and will spend the weekend with and scholastic honors. He made
Mr. and Mrs David Hodgkins and nomination for sheriff ln thc last
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts.
Primaries, and is president of thc
Young Republican Club He Is enMrs Ernest Young has closed her | gagfd ln thf contracUng business
cottage at Dynamite Beach and re-' with his father at present
turned to Boston.

Dr. and Mrs. Freeman F Brown
and son Gardner, and Dr. Brown's
sister. Mrs. James Betts, are on a
motor trip to Danbury. N. H.
Mrs. William Ellingwood and sons
Richard and Herbert went to Guil
ford Thursday to be over night
guests of Rev. and Mrs. Oeorge H.
Welch. They went to Winterport to
visit friends for thc remainder of
thc week.

Among activities of the coming week
is the card parly at the Bok Home
for Nurses Tuesday evening for the j
benefit of Knox Hospital. There
will be auction and contract, play to
begin at 8. Mrs. Kennedy Crane,
chairman, and her able corps of
workers are making every effort to
have the affair a huge success, fi
nancially and socially.

At Burdell's Dress Shop^for Ihc
remainder of October—Silk also Wool
Dresses reduced to $595— all new fall
models and values to $12.75.—adv.

•
Your old battery is worth some
thing to us "Start" right with the
cold weather. Buy a new Delco bat
tery today Nothing down, budget
plan if preferred. McLoon Sales &
Service. Limerock St., Rockland.
129-133

YOU SEE. ITS HALLOWEEN
| For The Courler-Oazette I
Now the summer day* are over
And the weather's getting cold:
The woodlands all resplendent
In their hues of red and gold:
The winds are cold and piercing.
With weird and tnournlul sound
And the witches, ghosts and goblins
Are marching up and down
The frost Is on the pumpkins.
In their coats of shining gold.
The air Is filled with laughter
Prom both the young and old:
The apples all are gathered
In their coats of red and green.
And the cellar's full of good things.
For you see. It's Halloween
The apples are In the water
And the lights are burning low.
You can hear the swish ot witches
As they wander to and fro.
The air Is filled with mysteries.
Ghostly shadows come and go.
And the goblins dance and scamper
In the Tire's sparkling glow.
The "Uteri' all are hiding
In their bins so tall and high.
And the corn Is ln the attic
On Its strings hung up to dry:
Wc gather a little closer.
, Tell of things that we have seen.
And everything seems ghostlike
For you see. It’s Halloween.

llfle won honors. Baked bean sup
per wai sened'
-------------------

GLENCOVE
Penohscot View Grange Circle met
Thursday afternoon and made prepa
rations for the fair to be held Nov. 22.
Following supper a lecturers program
was presented at the meeting. Visitors
were present from Camden.
Fred E. Gregory is removing thc last
building used in the street car days.
This was originally built for what was
ealled the oil house by employes. All
greases and oils used ln the operation
of the road were stared there and
later it saw service as a storehouse
for tools for the track crews, of which
Mr. Gregory was foreman for many
years. The budding will be dis
mantled and Mr Gregory will make
use of the materials to build a garage
| near his home.
. UNION

Seven Tree Grange will hold a fair
supper and entertainment Nov. 12.
Mrs. Ida Goss, general chairman.
Proceeds will be used to defray the
expense of decorating the lodge room,
stage and anterooms at th: hall.
Gonia's removal sale will open to
day. Every article in his present store
tn The Bicknell will be sold regard
less of cost. An ideal time to get your
Christmas gifts at low cost. Buy
wallpaper now to use later.—adv.

DEER ISLE
The leaves come tumbling downward.
Leaving limbs and branches bare.
The snowflakes seem to linger
Mrs. Leland Perry of Rockland was
On the cold and frosty air:
While we huddle round the fire
recent guest of Mrs. Vida Sylvester.
With our senses whetted keen—
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown of
Wc can't t«ll Just what may happen.
For you sec. It's Halloween
Rowayton.
Conn., are visiting rela
Mrs Margaret Elwell
tives and friends ln town.
Spruce Head

THE UTTLE AD THAT SAVES

SWEATER AND SKIRT
Combination

You can have that delicious FroJoy Ice Cream Cake that serves four
large servings that Is made of Butter
Pecan Ice Cream, delivered to your
home, no extra charge, packed to keep
six hours alter delivery. Give your
order to your nearby ice cream dealer,
129-130

n.96
A splendid bargain; warm, colorful and

practical

E. B. HASTINGS & CO

CLEANING

BARGAINS

TALK OF THE TOWN!

*“■-

sssg

hoii°rs in
when win- ciubi
gladly received.
met Thursday evening at the home !
telephone--------------------- 770 or 7M Qf Mrs Raiph Olendennlns. Play i
J was preceded by supper.
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Thompson ot
Are blossoming a few each day and
Metuchen, N. J., have returned home
Mr and Mrs Charles H Berry are sre they gorgeous! Don't let the
after spending a few days with Mrs. making a short visit in Boston.
season go by without having at
Thompson's sister. Mrs William A.
least one bouquet of them.
Creighton. Masonic street.
Mrs Nettle Bird Frost has returned from Augusta
Mrs. Arthur Smith and daughter
Nathalie and Mrs. Smith's mother.
Mr and Mrs Howard Hall returned
and
Mrs Wilbert Graves of Portland, are ,v«unesday from a motor trip to the
guests of Mr and Mrs Austin Smith, vvintc Mountains.
to be Joined by Mr. Smith for the J
Dr. William Ellingwood was ln Are In and ahould be planted now.
weekend.
We have some splendid bulbs.
Lewiston Thursday attending a
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Joyce and medical meeting.
son Cedric spent 6unday with Mr
and Mrs. C. M Rowe of Otis. They |Mrs Wallace Spear
of North
FLOWER SHOP
were accompanied by Mrs. Cheever 1Nobleboro Is spending the week
TEL. 318-W
Ames and family and Millard Rowe.
.with Mr and Mrs. A. M Moody and
371 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND
_____
IMr. and Mrs. Donald O Cummings
124tf
Mrs. William P. Walsh has returned i
Mrs W O. Cummings is with her
frpm a motor trip to New Hampshire
The MER Club held a Halloween
and visiting Dr and Mrs Albert J. cousin. Mrs. Lottie Rhodes. Granite
street, until Nov. 8.
party Thursday night ln the barn ot
LaFrance, Laconia.
Mrs Lena Merrill. 84 Rankin street
Mrs Harry Chase was hostess to
The
Scribblers' Club will meet next
-------------------------------------------....
.1 The barn was attractively decorated.
Tuesday for supper and evening with T&E aub Wednesday afternoon for j
evening waa spent at games and
Mrs Irene Moran. Chestnut street
sewing
dancing. Those present were Ruth

DRY

ARE THE

Realm of Music J
By Gladys St. Clair Morgan

be will do the rest - adv,
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DON’T FAIL TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEM WHILE THEY LAST.

REMEMBER—QUALITY WORK DONE BY HOME TOWN WORKMEN
Nor to cross the North Atlantic from |
WE ARE NEVER UNDERSOLD!
wegian baritone, known to many America to Greenland and Iceland,
thus reversing the tracks of the ex
iere through Camden appearances,
plorers."
recently figured in a radio program
Anthony Biddle Drexel. American
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
of unusual interest, that of Oct. 9 minister in Norway, told of his in- I
17 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONE 170
arranged between this country and terest ln the old Viking ships which
Norway as a formal observance of are now preserved ln a museum, and
said: “Realizing that It was tn a
what will be known henceforth as
similar boat, a small open eraft. that
Lelv Eirlksson Day. Mr Nllssen
Lelv Eiriksson and his companions
sang the solo part ln Edvard Grieg'.' ventured to cross tliy Atlantic. I was
Landkjenmng
all the more Impressed by the
A review of the occasioft Is of courage, daring, and the navigating
Interest, for little Is generally known acumen of this pioneer."
The program came ln clear a.s a
of Lelv Eirlksson who landed on this
North American continent almost bell, and was a brilliant demonstra
500 years before Christopher Colum tion of the wonders of radio.
• • • •
bus. The following statement by
Doris Doe. Metropolitan contralto,
Hon. Cordell Hull. Secretary of
State, was read by Major S. J. left Oct. 17 for a tour of this country
Metropolitan Quartet
Arnesen: "The flag of the United with the
States Is being displayed today on Queena Marla. Miss Doe, •Martinelli,
all government buildings ln memory and Pinza, and also for appearances
of Lelv Eirlksson ln pursuance to a in San Francisco with the Metropoli
resolution of the Congress and a pro tan Opera Company In November.
clamation by Hie President of thc Miss Doe will be the youngest con
United States. This honor and the tralto heard ln major roles during
aeremonies which are being held in the production of Wagner's "Ringmany places constitute a fitting cycle there.
• • • *
tribute to a man by a country which
was the field of his explorations. In I Do you recall the beauty and
expressing the hope that the celebra charm of Mrs. Ruth Haller Ottoway
tions today will fix in our minds a who came to Rockland a few years
respectful memory of this historical ago as president of the National
figure. I wish to add a word of pro Federation of Music Clubs? Mrs. Ot
found respect for those of his toway was elected as president of
countrymen who In large numbers the National Council of Women, suc
have helped to develop the United ceeding Miss Lena Madesln Phillips
at the convention recently held in
States."
New York. Her election brings a
• • • •
definite stress on educational and
Among the speakers from our side
cultural values, since her prior or
was Dr. Vilhjalmur Stefansson. who
ganization associations have been
said
"Greetings from America to
primarily In the cultural field.
those European lands which shared
• • • •
In the discovery of America. Greet
Many colleges are reporting a
ings in particular to Norway, to Ice "musical renaissance." Outstanding
land. and to Greenland. The provla- Is Cornell University where there U
mation of Oct 9 as a holiday places an increase of 17 per cent in the
the Scandinavian discoverer, Leiv
number of those registered In The
Eirlksson on a level with thc Latin formal undergraduate courses of the
re-dlscoverer. Columbus. To that music department, and where also
extent it Is to American Scandinavi there Is Increased Interest In the
ans a day of rejoicing, as shown, for graduate field such as has not been
instance, by a special English- known in many years. For the first
language issue of Nordisk Tidendc in time in the history of the depart
New York.
ment students are registered as
"Rightly this broadcast is particu candidates for the degree of Master
larly directed to Norway as a leader of Fine Arts, with concentration in
in the discovery. But this deserved original composition. Also a limited
tribute to one country should not, number of students have been ac
and does not. obscure what a happy cepted for the Master of Arts and
thing It is that Leiv Eiriksson can Doctor of Philosophy in thc field of
be a satisfying emblem of thc whole
musicology.
long scries of heroic adventures,
• • • •
shared in by many countries, tha;
Musical Courier In the Oct. 19th
finally led to the double achieve issue carried a picture of "The Two
ments which his day commemorates, Josefs,” taken at Camden, and show
the first crossing of the Atlantic ing Josef Hofmann under the piano
Ocean and the discovery of the fixing a pedal which had gone wrong
mainland of North America
while Josef Lhevinne was at the key
“We need to make at least six board.
acknowledgements when we com
memorate the westward struggle.
The first is double, to Ireland and to
Medicated
the Church, for Irishmen on a religi
with
ingredients of
ous pilgrimage took the first and
Vicks VapoRub
longest step when they crossed half
WILL BE ON DISPLAY AT
ALL CHEVROLET DEALERS
the Atlantic to discover and occupy ,
icks ough rop
Iceland in 795 A. D. Sweden comes
next, for ln 860 they were the first
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jackson. Jr
Scandinavians to reach Iceland. Thc ,
daughter Mrs Merrill Drinkwater ln
TIIE RUBINSTEIN CLUB
i and Mrs Bertie Jackson of Waltham,
third step was after 876 by Norwe
Camden the past few weeks
MONDAY-TUESDAY
gians for they furnished 60 percent of
Rubinstein Club meeting yesterday | Mr. and Mrs. Silvio Roy accom i Mass. were visitors Sunday at the
THE BROADWAY afternoon at the Universallst vestry j panied by Ada Mitchell were visitors , home of S B. Miller. Mrs. Edna
the colonists of Iceland (the rest
I Miller accompanied them on return
were mainly Irish i.
Norwegians
STAGE SMASH! had a "Sampler" program in charge of Friday and last Saturday ln Lewis and will be their guest for two weeks.
Mr and Mrs.
primarily were responsible for build
Miss Caroline Littlefield, who prefaced , ton and Portland
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Sukeforth
ing in Iceland the first republic ft's your brandeach number with a brief biography ol Roy's young son. Silvio. Is a patient
in thc Children's Hospital at thc 1 were at Mr and Mrs Perley Jones’
north of the Alps. The fourth step new, bright
I the composer in question.
home in Portland last weekend.
was taken by the citizens of Iceland, | new comedy
Two pianos—Humoresque, Homer Orunn , latter city.
Miss Margaret O Stahl
when under Eirik the Red. they oc- I
Mrs
Gertrude
Parker
screen
Mezzo soprano-Negro Spirituals.
cupied Greenland following 986 and
Little Wheel a-Turnln' In My
thriller!
W
established there the first republic :
Heart.
Keep a-Inchln' Along.
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
of that New World which was I
Mrs. Loreta Bicknell
i Soprano—Voice In the Wilderness
destined to become the home ol
John Prtndle Scott
Hold Thou My Hand. C 8 Briggs I
republics.
Mrs
Damie
Oardner
• • • •
GRAND
Soprano—Recession*.
Arthur Penn i

Slgurd

renowned

Nllssen.

THE PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

SATUKDA Y, NOV. 2

A NEW
CHEVROLET

The only complete low-priced car

C

V

"The fifth and last step was taken .
on a date easy to remember, for it1
was in the year 1000 that Leiv i
Eiriksson. a citizen of Greenland,
first saw our continent. He was
fortunately situated for many to
share in his later commemoration.
Nordics point to his achievement as
a fruit of Viking civilization; Chris
tians emphasize that he was on
a missionary voyage; Roman Catho
lics note that bishops of the church
which he founded In Greenland con
tinued to be appointed by the Papacy
In unbroken series for 509 years,
until 1530. so that there was an
American bishop holding office when
Columbus sailed.
“The last country we mention ln
particular today Is Denmark, .which
has a conspicuous position in the
relation of the Scandinavian peoples
in America, for she controls that
largest of American islands which
once was the Republic of Greenland.
“Leiv Eiriksson Day of 1935 com
memorates the achievements of the
past. The near future may bring a
tribute even more substantial. For
the press of the Scandinavian coun
tries is already beginning to describe
as the 'Leiv Eiriksson Airway to
Europe’ that plan which both Ameri
cans and Europeans have been study
ing for some years and which aims

, - U -................

-

D

Mra Ruth Hoch
Soprano—Ah' Sweet Mystery ot Life.
,
Victor Herbert,
Mrs. Mildred Havener
Mezzo soprano—Come Where My Leva
Lies Dreaming.
Fbater
Miss Feme Browne
Dance—Colonial Dance.
Mrs Elise Allen Corner
Plano—The Deserted Farm. MacDowell I
Miss Dorothy lawry
Mezzo-contralto—By the
Waters ot i
Minnetonka.
Lieurance
Pale Moon.
Logan
Mrs Agnes Wltham

4*

BISHOP
MISBEHAVES
mis

E

N

N

MAUREEN

O'SULLIVAN
LUCILE

WATSON
REGINALD

DUDLEY

. DIGGES

NORMAN

Directed

GREATEST
Claudette's got man-

trouble again ... in
the surprise succes

sor to "It Happened
One Night!"

CLAUDETTE

EDMUND

G W

OWEN

The accompanists were Miss 8tahl.!
Mrs. Frances MoLoon. Miss Adelaide
E. Cross anti Miss Adelia Morse. The
meeting Nov. 8 will be a guest evening,
with Miss Hazel Marshall ai chairman
of thc program entitled "Thc Music
of thc Wild—The Indian.”

IN HER

FOSTER

bv E A DUPONT

TODAY
TIM McCOY
In
"LAW OF TIIE RANGE"

PARK
1 elephone 409

Matinee. 2.00: Evening 6.30. 830

BURKETTVILLE
A Halloween social and dance wtll
be given Oct. 31 at thc Orange hall
by the local pupils.
Harry Edgecomb who has been
confined to State Street Hospital in
Portland for several weeks following
an injury to Ills knee, returned home .
Tuesday.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
George Culllnan on the birth, Oct |
17 of a daughter.
D. M. Collins Is making extensive
repairs on his house.
Harold Rowell lias employment at
Long Island, fo. Y.
Nell Martz has been visiting her

COLBERT
IN

“SHE MARRIED HER BOSS”
Wli
Phone 892
Shows:
Matinee 2. Evg. 6.30. 8.30
Cont. Sat. 2.00 to 10.30

NCW PLAYING

“LAST
OUTPOST"
with
CARY GRANT

Bunday SRow Sponsored By Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. I, A. L.
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before in the fortifications ut Rox
bury.
Oliver Smith probably moved to
Thcmaston. during the year of 1777.
or the latter part of 1776. He was
r!»o private in Capt. Benjamin
Lemont’s Co., Col. John Allen's
Massachusetts Regiment; service at
Machias, from Oct. 2. to Dec. 31, 1777

PUBLICIZING OUR COAST
REVOLUTIONARY PENSIONERS

meeting a man in tlic woods he in
quired 11 riih name wss Oliver Smith,
and lf he had a cow for sale An
affirmative answer was given, and
after some further conversation as
to the quality and price of the
animal, a bargain was struck, and
the stranger was to pay the money
and take the cow the following day
Just as he was taking leave, however.
Smith inquired his name. “Butler"
said the stranger. "Then you can t
have my cow; said the other. “Why
not. pray?" "Don't like the name'
"But" said the stranger, "my money
Is good. I presume, lf my name Is
not; and as to that. I am wholly
unconnected with any of the Butlers
hereabouts” "Can't help it:" replied
Smith;" If your name ls Butler you
can't have the cow. I am poor
enough, heaven knows; but all the
money a Butler ever owned cannot
buy my cow."

paper stories and advertisements
painting the attractions we had to
Supt. Briggs of the Bath Bridge, his offer, in all the larger newspapers
figures showing about 33 1-3 per cent throughout the country. The next
increase for this year over any pre method used was to put the books
“Mary, Mary, quite contrary
with their covers of purple and gold
ceding year in the total number of
He
was
a
native
of
Norton
Mass
.
on display In the information
By Edward Kalloch Gould, State Bistor ian of Maine
How docs your auto £o?”
persons and cars crossing the bridge bureaus, bus terminals, railroad sta
and came to Thomaston with his
(CHAPTFM XLVUI .)
“It starts so quick
brother Ablthar. He was a blacksat Bath.
tions, hotels, and other places all
smith
having
served
his
time
at
Benjamin
Smith
Smith
of
North
Fox
Island
(North
And runs right slick
Four thousand people have been over the nation, which was done.
Easton, and had a shop 70 or 80 rods
Benjamin Smith of Hope was bom Haven) nine acres of North Harbor
Many towns have contributed to
served at the Information Bureau
For Gulflube makes it so! ”
The census of 1790 places Jonathan northeast of Mill River bridge where I
this work and many business men ln Stoughton. Mass , now Canton,
coming from 39 states and 10 foreign
have placed their advertisements in July 17.1746. and enlisted as a volun Smith in Vinalhaven without a Josiah Reed subsequently 'built the
countries.
the booklet, thus doing their part in teer private in Capt. Wm. Bent's family (North Haven was then a house later occupied by Noyes Fales.
The farm connected which he took
Company. Col.
John Greaton's part of Vinalhaven.)
up but never obtained a deed of from
Massachusetts Regiment tn April
Oliver Smith
the
Proprietors, ultimately passed In
1775. soon after the battle of Lexing
KOTOS OIL 25/ J QOMT
Oliver Smith of Thomaston, was a to the hands of Dr. Dodge, and was
ton. He Joined his Company at
private tn Capt Silas Cobb's Com later occupied by his son. E. O
U ah h far am (ialf
ia ikii fiafirr
Roxbury. Mass, and marched with
pany. Col. Timothy Walker's Massa Dodge. Esq.
lt to Squantum and there remained
chusetts Regiment; enlisted May 2.
Having married a daughter ot
for some time, guarding the cattle i
Nov. 2. 1777. Oliver Smith of
1775; service three months and one ! Capt.'Nathaniel Pales, Smith's rela
and the inhabitants of the Island,
week. This company consisted of tives and friends did what they could Thomaston conveyed for 15 pounds
and alternated between that place
men from the towns of Norton. to sustain him in business; but hts to Abiather Smith lot No. 14. lying ln
and Roxbury till he was dismissed at
pista was overnight guest at the pome
WEST ROCKPORT
Mansfield and Taunton, and the temierament and habits Ill-fitted Thomaston on the neck on the Eas
the end of the term ol enlistment at
I of her parents Tuesday and attended
Regiment was known as the Third In him tor the acquisition of property. tern side of St. Oeorges River, to
Roxbury, when he returned to
Oscar Oould recently called on I thc meeting of the Tuesday Club.
the Provincial Army tn May and He was much employed tn burning gether with the Point of Rocks of
Stoughton.
The officers under
Mr and Mrs. William Vinal of
Aug. 28. 1789. Oliver friends in town.
June 1775.
June 16. 1775, the lime. Having taken some offence 130 acres.
whom he served were Col John
i Portland spent last weekend with Mr.
Regiment was included ln a list of against one of the Butlers, he ex Smith of Thomaston conveyed for 30
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Andrews havs
Oreaton Capt Wm Bent, and Elias
I Vinal's mother. Mrs Emma V. Leach
organizations stationed at the camp tended. and for a long time obstina pounds to David Mill Bennet 95
Drake, first Lieutenant.
been visiting relatives in Rockland for lend remaiped Monday to attend, the
at Roxbary and at the several "Parts ’ tely retained his resentment against acres In Thomaston on the road to
In the spring he was employed as
j funeral ot Mrs Leach's sister. Mrs.
to the southward After Oen. Wash the whole family of that name. A Camden. On April 15. 1791. Oliver several days.
a substitute by his brother who had I
ington took command of the Army stranger coming to town for the pur Smith, arid Rhoda. his wife for 30 j Miss Orace Parker and Miss Ruby I Laura Packard, at Olencove.
just enlisted for one year to serve
Mr:. Amy Nutt entertainer, the
ln July, this Regiment was assigned chase of a cow. and learning that pounds conveyed to Josiah Reed of Wilbur of Marbl“head. Mass. have
in Capt. Parson's Company then
The next
to Brigadier Oen. Joseph Spencer s Smith had one forqale but was then Douglass, Mass., a lot of land in been spending the week with Mss , Tuesday Club this week.
stationed at Dorchester Neck, re
Brigade. Major Oen Artemas Ward s absent at Owl's Head, rode over to Thomaston with a dwelling house, Parker's parenta. Mr. and Mrs. Fred I meeting will be with Mrs. fxxuse
maining ln this Company about 11
Division, and continued to serve as that place to find him. On his way blacksmith shop and bom thereon. Parker. Miss Bernice Parker of Au- Oibeton.
months when he employed a substi
tute to complete his year and re
turned to Stoughton. After he had
employed the substitute he gave one
days work gratis collecting faggots
for a new fort to be erected between
Dorchester Heights and the Castle
He again enlisted as a private in
the Massachusetts line for three
months and joined his company at
Dorchester Hill In the spring of 1777,
and served his term nearly out under
Capt. Stephen Penniman Two or
three days before his term had ex
pired the troops being ordered to
Fort Hill, he enlisted as a volunteer
and served another three months
under the same Captain when he was
No half way business satisfies George W. Dyer, manager of the Maine Coast dismissed and went home to Stough
ton in the first part of the winter.
Publicity Association
In September 1777. he was drafted
The results of the first year cam helping the Lions carry on this in the Militia of Massachusetts to
paign proved what could be done by splendid work. The coast of Maine serve for the term of three or four
promoting the entire coast as a sum is becoming better known each year months and joined Col Stephen
mer play-ground and recreation and the results speak well for the Bradley's Company of Col. Gill’s
center.
definite and determined effort on the Regiment at Roxbury Thence he
After the booklet had been com part of these service clubs which are marched with his Company and
piled and completed by a master doing this as a major activity With Regiment to Stillwater and Bemis
mind in the advertising business. D the continued cooperation of those Heights and was at the taking of
W. Hoegg of Portland, the problem who have helped these past two years I Oen. Burgoyne's Army in October
remained to get them into the hands plus the new ones who come in year- , Having been drafted and serving in
of the thousands who were seeking ly. the coast of Maine will grow in 1 the capacity of a sergeant with 13
a place to go for their vacation The popularity, thus helping those who men under him. they were employed
in carrying messages from Gen.
first method used was to place news are in business along the coast
Gates to Gen. Burgoyne after the
British Army had been surrounded by
the Americans, and Smith personally
conducted Gen. Burgoyne to the
*•*■•' S »(,»■» l.gng g. g-e ,
headquarters of Oen. Gates when he
surrendered his Army. At the en
gagement previous to this, he saw
Oen. Benedict Arnold when he re
ceived a wound. After the surrend
er he and his company marched to
Albany and then to White Plains
“We are using newspapers again about things of daily interest in the
where he was discharged, his term
this year, as for many years past, as home. It is only natural then that
of enlistment having expired.
the chief means of carrying our story we should place so much reliance
He again enlisted ln Capt. Brad
of better control of colds into homes upon newspapers in talking to those
ley's Company for the term of three
throughout the world."
homes about greater freedom from months and the company marched
This statement was made recently colds—a subject of pressing interest
from White Plains to New Jersey
at Greensboro. N C., by Lunsford to almost every family.
and then to Pennsylvania in pursuit
Richardson, president of Vicks
"Of course the biggest advertising of the British. After this the Com
Chemical Company (makers of Vicks behind Vicks is—and always has been
pany marched back to White Plains
VapoRub and other specialized aids —the recommendations of its users
where Smith was dismissed either in 1
for home control of colds.) Mr. enthusiastic comments passed on by
February 1778. returning to Stough
Richardson spoke immediately after friend to friend and neighbor to
ton. After this he volunteered hts
signing orders for his company's fall neighbor. In fact, this 'word-ofservices ln the Army without be
and winter advertising.
mouth' advertising bulks so large that longing to any particular company,
"We have always placed newspapers we never have successfully proved
and continued ln the service until [
at the top of our list." continued Mr. anything in the way of comparative
the fall previous to the peace of 1783.
Richardson, "because each paper rep pulling power of different media.. But
having served ln the Revolution in ’
resents an established institution in based on past experience, it is our be
all about six years. He was 76 years I
its community, and a newspaper talks lief that newspapers do the best Job
to its readers in their own language. for us in carrying reminders to old old when he applied for a pension
Oct. 17, 1832.
users and getting new users to give
Benjamin Smith died Aug. 6, 1843
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND STB T Co.
Service to Vinalhaven, North Haven. Vicks medications a trial.
Feb. 15. 1845. Anna Smith, his widow,
Stonington. Isle au llaut. Swan's
"Each year since 1930, and all dur applied for a pension, giving her
Island and Frenchboro
ing the depression, our advertising residence as Searsmont. She states
Effective Oct. 1, 19J5
Winter Service 1935-1936
budget was steadily increased. Dur she was married to Benjamin Smith
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice) ing each of these years, the daily Sept. 25, 1789, ln Winthrop, Mass., by
Eastern Standard Time
Read Up newspapers have carried more Vicks Rev. Mr. Jewett.
Rend Down
P. M. copy than ever before. We follow
A M
Benjamin Smith had also lived in
Ar. 600 this policy in all depression years and
5 30 Lv. Swan's Island,
Ar. 4 40
Belmont and had several children
6 30 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 3 30 find it pays, because with fewer ad
7 30 Lv. North Haven,
genuine Oldsmobile parts assure prompt atten
LDSMOBILE today makes a double an
Christian Smith, one of these children
Prices! New low prices are now in effect on
Ar. 2 45
8 15 Lv. Vinalhaven.
Lv. 1 30 vertisers and smaller advertising was married In Belmont In 1811 or
0 30 Ar. Rockland,
tion to your motoring needs.
nouncement . . . the big new Oldsmobile
both the new Six and the new Eight! You are
120-tf space of other concerns, it gives us—
The new Oldsmobile for 1936 is, from every
for 1936 . . . and a new Oldsmobile dealer for
1812.
invited to come in—to inspect this dealer’s
in a measure—preferred position and
standpoint, "The Big New Car that has Every
this community.
facilities —and to see and drive "The Big New
Jonathan Smith
attention value.”
thing." . . . Freshly streamlined in the newest
You are cordially invited to see the new
Car that has Everything."
Jonathan
Smith
of
North
Haven
"We have always realized an adStyle-Leader Style! . , . Newly enriched with
Oldsmobile—Style Leader for 1936. Also to get
I vertiser’s responsibility to the public was a corporal ln Capt. Archibald
many interior refinements and luxuries . . ,
acquainted with this new Oldsmobile dealer
j lie said. "As one means of fulfilling McAllister's Company. Lieut. Col.
DEPENDABLE YEAR ROUND
8ifUUontlup... giehtsfUO
up. lut prw« of Zanmntf.
Powered with smoother, livelier engines ,..
—
the
staff,
facilities
and
equipment
that
will
be
ICE SERVICE
■Hafotp
mS/mI tochange uithontnotire.
j this responsibility, Vicks chemists Joseph Prime’s Massachusetts Regi
Gian standard squipComplete with every fine-car feature—including
devoted to Oldsmobile in this community.
ment;
entered
service
April
12,
1780;
msntall
around Hampers with
DAY OR NIGHT
and medical consultants have concen
guards, spars tirs. and rsar
Knee-Action,
Solid-Steel
"Turret-Top
”
Bodies
In
both
personnel
and
facilities,
this
new
spring covers foi/f into all
Quality Product, Courteous,
trated for thirty years on the problem discharged Dec. 22, 1780; service
•are at the factor* at extra
by Fisher, Safety Glass all around as Standard
Efficient Drivers
dealer is equipped to give Oldsmobile owners
cost. Convenient C,.M A.C.
j of the common cold. This specialized under Brigadier General Peleg Wads
time payment plan. The ear
Equipment!
And
everything
else
for
finer
com

illnetrated m the Su-C,lm.
complete, courteous and reasonably-priced serv
CHARLES H. MdNTOSH | study resulted in a definite theory of worth at the Eastward. He also en
der Touring Sedan, tstPliet.
h UZNK&AL MUIOR3 VALUB
fort, greater economy, and all-round security!
ice. Factory-trained mechanics and a stock of
tered as a private at Dunbarton. N.
i
safe
home
medication
for
colds
—
and
Tel 626, Rockland
certain exclusive formulas designed H., April 4. 1777 in the 1st N. H. Regi
DAY OR NIGIIT
4
27Stl i for home use in accordance with this ment. and was discharged Oct. 26.
1777.
principle.
March 20. 1786, for 30 pounds he
As an illustration of this, Mr. Rich
ardson pointed out that Vicks Vapo conveyed to Jonathan SmithJr., of
Rub introduced the modern external Cumberland, Providence Plantation
Smoother, Livelier
Roomy, Smartly Tailored
Knee-Action Wheels and
Solid-Steel “Turret-Top”
Self-Energizini
Center-Control Steeringand
Performance at All Speeds
Interiors
Ride Stabiliser
Bodies by Fisher
Hydraulic Brakes
All-Silent Shifting
method of treating colds... and Vicks 100 acres of land on Fox Island
Va-tro-nol introduced the new idea (Vinalhaven. Maine.). Oct. 8. 1789,
for preventing many colds. "Being Cyril Brown and John Williams for
direct local applications,” he added, 88 pounds conveyed to Jonathan

(Continued from Page One)
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Announcing fheAew

1936 OLDSMOBILE
... AT NEW LOW PRICES ...AND

A New Dealer for
ROCKLAND!

NEWSPAPER ADS. SHOCK TROOPS

Head Of Great Vicks Organization Places First

Faith In Home-town Newspapers

THE BIG NEW GAR THA I

HAS

EVERYTHING!

NOW ON DISPLAY AT...

FIREPROOF GARAGE SALES CO.

WINTER STREET

TELEPHONE 889

ROCKLAND, MAINE

O

ICE SERVICE

$

665

CICif/c

t/re .siCerc&ttc -fiete- Gvt -fea&Eies /, ,

Russell

Funeral Home

"these and other Vick aids to better
' control of colds are always safe for
[ home use. Their effectiveness is best
proved by their widespread and ever
: increasing use . . . over 53 million
' packages of Vicks hotpe aids to better
Branches at Union and Rockport | control of colds are now used yearly.”
Rockport Branch Tel. Camden 2340 —adv.

Successor to Bowes & Crozier
9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
A. F. Russell, Robert Russell
Mrs. Russell, Asst.
Mrs. Minnie Crozier
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